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Executive Summary
In August 2019, at the height of Hong Kong protests – first against the Extradition Law but later
evolving to challenge the legitimacy of Beijing-backed Hong Kong government with a revived
demand for “genuine universal suffrage” – Facebook and Twitter announced that they have removed
certain accounts, groups, and pages on the platforms that were found to have conducted “coordinated
inauthentic behaviors” to sow political discord in the city.
There are reasons to believe that what was done to Hong Kong via the social networking platforms is
not a stand-alone activity. The proximity of the city, both geographically and administratively, to the
authoritarian regime, and the scope and the intensity of the protests, made the two social media
companies act. But this research commissioned by the Taiwan Foundation for Democracy shows that
the information operations conducted by the big neighbor are not limited to those in Hong Kong.
The consequences of the similar schemes targeting Taiwanese people might not be as imminent as
what have transpired in Hong Kong, but they are likewise brewing discontent and sowing discord that
can cost dearly to the democratic institutions in one of the most established democracies in the region.
In a digitalized world, the problem with information is not the lack thereof but its excess,
compounded by the speed of its dissemination. That information could be distorted and fabricated
has aggravated the conundrum, as not only can disinformation incur real-life consequences, in the
social media era it has the tendency to be trapped within echo chambers and radicalizing the chamber
members. This trait can be dangerous when manipulated by those with malicious intentions, and even
disastrous to a society if by agents with certain political agenda in mind.
Chinese influence operations in Taiwan’s social media sites has always been suspected and warned,
but close examinations supported by statistical evidence have been rare, if not wanting.
In this report, QSearch database was used to mine data from Facebook – the most used social
networking platform in Taiwan, according to the Global Web Index’s market report in 2017, focusing
on several headline events in Taiwan and see how the influential Facebook fanpages (with influential
power calculated according to the numbers of “likes,” “comments,” and “shares” to the related posts)
operated in response to the news.
This study has taken effort to look into “template website channels” – Facebook fanpages that 1)
mainly share posts from template websites the content of which either had no known sources, or
cited or claimed to have cited Chinese media outlets, but 2) are different from content farms in that
content farms fanpages were all profit-driven with shared posts linked to content farm websites that
include advertising rate mechanisms and tutorials on how to distribute articles. Many revealed features
of these template website fanpages lead us to believe that their activities were PRC-governmentrelated, if not directed or sponsored (which is a causal link that is difficult to pin down).
Tracing the Activities of Template Website Fanpages: In the Case of M503 Incident
The major heatedly debated headline story examined in this research was Beijing’s announcing the
launch of new flights on flight route M503 and Taipei’s retaliatory cancellation of chartered flights
using the route. The event was a typical cross-strait row in which Taipei, being a democratic

government as it is, is more susceptible to and has more to lose in meeting whipped-up accusations of
taking (“unnecessary”) ideological stand at the expense of people’s welfare.
The research found that between January 1 and March 4, 2018, among the top 100 influential
Facebook fanpages discussing this incident1, 34 were of key opinion leaders, 33 were of Taiwanese
media outlets, 10 of politicians, 10 of content farms, 5 Chinese media outlets, 5 other foreign media
outlets, and 3 template website channels.
Taking into account the characteristics of the media, it did not come as a surprise that on average each
Taiwanese media outlet fanpage posted 34 posts about the incident within this period, which was
higher than the average number of posts produced by key opinion leaders, or 18. The same logic
applies to the posts from other foreign media outlets: on average, each Chinese media outlet’s fanpage
posted 33 M503-related posts and the average number of posts of other foreign media outlets’
fanpages was 38 (see Table 1 on p.10).
What stood out from this trend were content farm fanpages and template website fanpages (within
the top 100 influential), with the former producing an average of 57 posts per fanpage and the latter
37. The numbers were either much higher than or about the same as media outlets that have paid
employees to churn out information for readers.
A closer look at the most “liked” 20 links shared by the two types of fanpages revealed that while 95
percent of the content shared by the content farm fanpages were stories by Taiwanese media outlets
(10 percent of which were with edited titles to attract clicks) and only 5 percent were claimed to be
cited or copied from Chinese media but real source unknown, template website fanpages had 25
percent of its most liked content cited or copied from Chinese media outlets, 15 percent claimed to be
cited from Chinese media but real source unknown, 10 percent source unknown, and 50 percent cited
or copied from Taiwanese media outlets (10 percent of which were with edited titles).
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A total of 9,900 Facebook posts found to have contained the keywords of “M503,” “Chartered Flights,” and “Taiwanese
Businessmen in Mainland China. The 2,833 related posts posted by the top 100 influential fanpages concerning the
incident accounted for 28.6 percent of the total, but together the 100 influential fanpages “accumulated a total of 977,312
Likes, accounting for 77.52% of the number of all Likes [of the 9,900 posts].” (p.7)

What are “Template Website Fanpages”?
Template website fanpages are those Facebook fanpages that only share stories from template
websites, which are websites that use template framework (some with identical fonts and color
schemes) for their setup. The logic behind this is that the websites can be set up fairly easily and
quickly but can also be effortlessly disposed, a trait corresponding to the findings in the report that
many of the websites became invalid during the research period. Some template websites, all with
different web addresses, used the same name for their webpages, as found in this report.
In this research, the three template website fanpages among the top 100 most influential fanpages
concerning the M503 incident shared each other’s posts, and also those posts by other template
website fanpages. By tracking this line of connection, a total of 88 other fanpages were found to be in
the same “community” that shared stories from a total of 117 template websites. The template
website fanpages did not have original stories but only shared website links, but since merely sharing
each other’s posts would not generate clicks from real-account viewers outside of the “template
webiste fanpage community,” the fanpages would also have “soft” stories relating to entertainment,
health, education, etc. to attract real users to share and thereby boost the popularity of the fanpages
outside the “community.”
“Chinese Characteristics”
Sieving through the posts posted between January 1 and August 31 in 2018 by the 88 template
website fanpages, a total of 23,048 posts were found to be about Taiwan, having either “Taiwan” or
“Tsai Ing-wen” in traditional or simplified Chinese in the posts. Of the 23,048 posts, 2,396 used the
“officialized terms” used by Xinhua News Agency when referring to the Taiwanese government:
“Taiwan Authority,” “Tsai Ing-wen Administration,” “Taiwan Region,” “Taiwan Leader,” or “Tsai
Ing-wen Office.”
Some fanpages did not shy away from demonstrating the five-star flag and symbols and PLA symbols
in their profile photos.
Via the service of whois, a public database of domain registration details, the research team checked
the IPs and the main server locations of the 117 template websites, and found that many of the main
servers were established at main server service companies in Western countries, including OVH,
Cloudflare, Gorilla Servers, and Google, and the IPs were located in countries other than China, with
registrants’ information hidden. There were 10 template websites posting mainly non-political
information, such as horoscopes and food, were found to be serviced by Chinese tech company
Tencent.
Reasonable Doubt on the Intentions
Another way to trace template websites’ origins and activities and to gauge their possible intentions is
to find out how they profit, or if they profit at all, from posting and sharing non-original contents, just
as we would expect content farms to have their sole purpose of their setup in profiting from
advertising. The research team found that the template websites did place ad slots of online
advertising networks, showing that it is possible that earning advertising revenue was their aim,
though it does not rule out the possibility that there were other aims higher in priority.
The team categorized the 117 template websites into three types by their advertising activities: Having
no ads code embedded, having Google or Facebook ads codes embedded, and having Taboola code

embedded. There was only one website that had no ads at all; 93 had some kind of advertising. For
the remaining 23, when the research was conducted, they had become invalid pages or were redirected
to other template websites, so no investigation into their advertising models was conducted.
As mentioned, the intention of dissemination of doctored information by those template websites of
advertising-supported revenue model may be purely commercial, but the likelihood that there were
malicious intentions of manipulating public opinion behind the scene cannot be ruled out either.
Since these websites were built on advertising-supported revenue model, the content providers must
also have provided authentic bank accounts to the server companies in order to collect the revenue.
Identifying the source of information dissemination theoretically could be done by tracing the bank
accounts provided to Google and Facebook, as the advertising agencies are located in the U.S.
It would be more difficult when it comes to Taboola Ads. Taboola is registered as an Israeli agency,
but it received millions of US dollars of investment from China’s Baidu Inc. in 2015, which
undoubtedly has given the Chinese Internet giant much leverage over the agency, rendering it
relatively harder to identify the bank account holders that used Taboola Ads. 2
The most worrisome type is those template websites having no ads codes embedded at all. Even
merely copying and pasting contents would still incur costs, so when a website distributes a large
amount of disinformation and information with unknown sources but has no intention to make any
profit, suspicion over its source of funding and over its intention is inevitable.
Comparing Cases: Patterns in Manipulation?
The research did several case studies to find out whether there were patterns in (possible) PRC-led
disinformation campaigns on the template website fanpages.
Posts about four controversial news events were examined: the M503 incident, El Salvador’s severing
of diplomatic ties with Taiwan, the PLA’s military display in April, 2018, and Taiwan’s pension reform
protests.
The case studies show that when PRC government agencies issued statements or expressed official
views concerning a political event, the number of posts on such political event posted by the fanpages
would peak within the five following days. The viewpoints of the content of the most influential posts
were consistent with those of the PRC government agencies. However, when an event was Chinarelated but did not have PRC government agencies’ expressing of views (in our study, the PLA’s
military display in the South China Sea), the fanpages had failed to post with concerted objectives
(targets to attack) but related posts still peak within five days of PRC releasing of non-statement
information such as announcing of temporarily prohibited area for the military display. Lastly, when it
was a Taiwan’s domestic political event, which was not China-related and for which Beijing issued no
official view, the fanpages posts were simply critical of the DPP government and demonstrated no
posting patterns (as no official PRC-issued statement or information was released, the examination of
whether the post frequency coincided with issuance of official statements was not made).
This study is not one that looks into how information gets tampered with, but it is still worthy of our
attention to see how information was distorted to arouse the article readers’ anger and suspicion
concerning the controversial events examined (Table 11, 15, 19, and 22). Systematically exposing of
2

Baidu + Taboola, Bringing Discovery To China, Adam Singolda, May 18, 2015， https://blog.taboola.com/baidutaboola-bringing-discovery-to-china/, last accessed on: November 24, 2018

disinformation to readers who were politically predisposed to believe them and not tech-savvy or
info-savvy enough to think otherwise, is an act that demands government attention.
Conclusion
Although directly linking these activities to the authoritarian regime is difficult and requires greater
resource input for further investigation, at this stage of examination it has been found that there are
template website fanpages 1) flaunting clear political inclinations with CCP or PLA symbols, 2) having
been set up for the sole purpose of disseminating information from template websites – which might
or might not profit from ads – without known source or with content partially skewed, and 3)
displaying patterns of dissemination of information that echo the timing of Beijing’s issuing of official
statements.
The social media platforms have become the hubs for effective dissemination of distorted content
accumulated by easily setup template websites, which by their own operation have more difficulties
reaching out to real internet users. Facebook and Twitter have demonstrated that they are able and
also ready to cope with this kind of coordinated activities with malign intentions. This study serves as
not only a reference for the government to beware of the information operations in the public
opinion arena in the event of major social conflicts or happenings, but also a demonstration to the
tech companies that Taiwan is no less targeted by a regime that is more than willing to abuse the
platforms and has done so in the Hong Kong protests.
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Abstract
This research, by examining the discussion patterns on Facebook regarding certain headline
incidents in Taiwan that had sparked countrywide debate, identified that certain groups had a
certain pattern of disseminating information that was different from the usual informationdisseminating pattern on Facebook.
The information dissemination pattern identified in this research involves using fanpages of
Facebook, a platform with a large amount of real users, with their content from certain websites,
as the channel of information dissemination. Some of the website operators, according to their
information, are from China. As the advertising-supported revenue model requires operators to
provide real financial accounts to the advertising agencies, which means that their true identities
can be known if probed, there is possibility that attracting viewers was their main purpose.
However, we should not exclude the possibility of them being malicious. Most importantly, the
purpose and intention of those websites that do not profit from advertisement should be
especially closely monitored.
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I.

Introduction

Dissemination of information is to share information with a third party. Putting aside the aim of
the information being disseminated, with a certain agenda or not, the basic common goal is to
reach a wider audience. Information dissemination with the social networking platforms in place
in this era, which we had expected would help the spread of inspiring ideas and improve our
understanding toward each other and probably did to some extent, has unfortunately come to be
manipulated to the opposite end. Identifying problematic uses of platforms by singling out
certain ideologies or political stands is a contravention of the spirit of free speech, but we would
hope the free speech in the opinion world is exercised on a level playing field. With the latter
condition in mind, what we are after then is coordinated activities and operations on Facebook.
According to “Users Survey Report of 2017 Taiwan Broadband Network,” Taiwan’s Internet
access rate among users over the age of 12 reached 83.4%;1 “Taiwan Market Report Q4 2017”2
released by Global web index pointed out that Taiwan’s mainstream social networking platform
was Facebook, with a coverage rate of 88%, which was significantly higher than its average of
79% in all other countries. Facebook is closely tied with how people receive information, and
therefore, Facebook fanpage has become a channel of communication favored by commercial
brands and key opinion leaders.

II.

Research Purpose and Method

1. Research Purpose
Commissioned by the Taiwan Foundation for Democracy, the research is conducted on the data
of Facebook fanpages, analyzing the dissemination pattern, in order to find out if there were
coordinated behaviors demonstrated by specific organizations on Facebook in an attempt to
influence the Taiwanese society, and if this was the case, what were the types and intensities of
these influences.
2. Research Method
The research focused the event of "China’s Unilateral Launch of the Northbound M503 Flight
Route and Spring Festival Chartered Flights Incident.” The research utilized QSearch database

Taiwan Network Information Center (TWNIC), Users Survey Report of 2017 Taiwan Broadband Network, p. 81,
2017/06.
2 Global web index, Taiwan Market Report Q4 2017, p. 8, 2018/01
1
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tool to analyze Facebook data, and then targeted the similarities and dissimilarities of the unique
characteristics of the cases for comprehensive analysis.
First, using three traditional-Chinese keywords, “M503,” “Chartered Flights,” and “Taiwanese
Businessmen in Mainland China,” the research compiled and organized posts between January 1
and March 4, 2018, and analyzed the constitution of M503 incident on Facebook. The findings
are listed below:
(1) A total of 9,900 posts met the criteria, accumulating a combined 1,260,658 Likes.
Top 100 fanpages in terms of influence power (a comprehensive score calculated by
Likes x 0.1 + Comments x 0.1 + Shares x 1) combined to post 1,506 posts, accounting
for only 15.21% of the number of all posts; however, these posts accumulated a total of
977,312 Likes, accounting for 77.52% of the number of all Likes.
(2) Analysis of the structure of top 100 influential fanpages:
These fanpages can be divided into seven major categories:
i.

Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs). The political pundits often sharing their opinions
and comments on TV talk shows or online, including talk show fanpages, or
fanpages that discuss public issues. These include: Huang Chih-Hsien, Jeng Chin
FTV, and Holy Mosquito.

ii.

Taiwanese Media. Companies that are registered in Taiwan, such as Apple Daily,
and LTN.

iii.

Politicians. Those who have served as government officials, legislators, or elected
chiefs, such as Wang Ting-yu, Chiang Chi-Chen.

iv.

Chinese Media. Companies registered in China, Hong Kong, or Macau, such as
CCTV (Chinese), and Straits Today.

v.

Foreign Media. Companies registered outside of Taiwan, China, Hong Kong, and
Macau, such as epochtimes.com, and Voice of America.

vi.

Content Farms. Fanpages that mainly share posts from content farms, such as
happytifywin.com, Mission, and coco01, and create compelling headlines to
attract visitors and collect advertising revenue. These fanpages share pictures,
webpages, and texts mainly from Taiwanese media; however, they change the
headlines to something more compelling to attract readers to click on the links,
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so operators can collect advertising revenue. These include: Grumble DPP, and
John Celayo.
vii.

Template Website Channels. Fanpages that mainly share posts from template
websites; the contents shared usually have no known sources, or are cited, or
claimed to be cited, from Chinese media, such as Sons of Dragon, Qiqi Look,
and GlobalCAfyun.
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(3) Analysis on the number of M503 incident Facebook Fanpage Posts Shows Unusual
Number of Posts by Content Farms and Template Website Channels.
Facebook offers common users personal homepages, where they can receive information
posted by friends and families, as well as the fanpages they follow, and offers content
creators “fanpages.” The operation of a fanpage mainly involves dissemination of
information in forms of text, images, and videos. In principle, when creating contents,
content creators must invest costs including but not limited to labor and time, to design
and plan how information is spread; in other words, creating posts for fanpages requires
certain costs.
According to Table 1, fanpages in the categories of “Taiwanese Media,” “Chinese Media,”
and “Foreign Media,” have designated personnel employed by the companies to be
responsible for the communication of information, averaging 30 to 40 posts; fanpages of
politicians and KOLs average less than 20 posts. The aforementioned phenomena
comply with the barrier of information production.
However, fanpages of content farms average as many as 55 posts, far higher than the
fanpages of media; fanpages of template website channels average 37 posts, about the
same as fanpages of media, which is rather strange.
Table 1. Post Statistics of Top 100 Influential Fanpages on M503 Incident
Category

Number

of Total Posts

Fanpages (Ranked)

Average Posts per
Fanpage

KOL’s

34

604

18

Taiwanese Media

33

1134

34

Politicians

10

83

8

Content Farms

10

547

55

Chinese Media

5

163

33

Foreign Media

5

190

38

Website 3

112

37

Template
Channels

*Numbers in ”Average Posts per Fanpage” are rounded up to the nearest digit
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(4) A higher percentage of the contents of the links shared by fanpages of template website
channels are duplicated from media websites established in China, or are claimed to
originate from Chinese media, but the real sources are unknown. Most of the contents of
the links shared by fanpages of content farms originate from Taiwanese media.
Fanpages of template website channels and content farms share a similar characteristic
with fanpages of media, as they all post extensively. Some of the websites shared by the
former (not all) 3 and all of the websites shared by the latter include advertising rate
mechanisms and tutorials on how to distribute articles, and are likely to deploy the same
strategy of attracting visits through compelling headlines to generate monetary profits for
content creators through the revenue sharing mechanism of online advertising network.
In terms of actual practice, this kind of business models requires operators to post large
quantity of articles online, and use social media, such as Facebook, to reach out to
readers, in order to earn profit in return.
However, examining the top 20 links shared by fanpages of content farms and template
website channels among the top 100 influential Facebook fanpages regarding the M503
incident that have the highest numbers of likes during the period of analysis, 95% of the
shared contents of content farms are cited or copied from stories by Taiwanese media; or
they are cited or copied from stories by Taiwanese media, but have been edited. As for
fanpages of template websites, 40% of the contents are cited or copied from stories by
Chinese media, or are claimed to be cited or copied from stories by Chinese media.

(Figure 3)
3

(Figure 4)

Refer to p. 28 to 33 of this paper
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(5) Summary
Fanpages of content farms cite extensively stories by Taiwanese media, and give them
compelling headlines as click baits in order to meet the criteria of the revenue sharing
mechanism of online advertising network; the headlines are exaggerated and misleading,
meeting the definition of one of the 7 types of mis- and disinformation set forth by Dr.
Claire Wardle of the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard in “When
headlines, visuals or captions don’t support the content.”4 However, tracing back to the
sources of their information, fanpages of content farms are merely the amplifiers of
contents created by Taiwanese media, generating resonances for the stories of Taiwanese
media.
However, fanpages of template website channels are different; other than creating
compelling headlines or editing and putting together contents to mislead readers, these
fanpages of template website channels have become amplifiers of Chinese media,
generating resonances for stories of Chinese media. To fulfill the research purpose of
“analyzing the dissemination pattern and influences of overseas disinformation, in order
to find out if there were specific organizations spreading disinformation on Facebook,”
the content below will focus on fanpages of template website channels and carry out
analysis on their pattern of information dissemination.

III

Pattern Analysis

The fanpages of template website channels referred to in this research (hereinafter abbreviated to
template website fanpages) do not create contents of posts, and mainly repost links to articles on
template websites. Template websites are like central kitchens, supplying fanpages webpages and
addresses as materials of posts.

Claire Wardle, Fake news. It’s complicated, Harvard Kennedy School Shorenstein
https://firstdratnews.org/ake-news-complicated/,
Last
accessed
on:
November
24,
According to Dr. Wardle, there are 7 types of mis- or disinformation:
1. Satire or Parody: “No intention to cause harm but has potential to fool”
2. Misleading Content: “Misleading use of information to frame an issue or individual”
3. Imposter Content: “When genuine sources are impersonated”
4. Fabricated Content: “New content is 100% false, designed to deceive and do harm”
5. False Connection: “When headlines, visuals or captions don’t support the content”
6. False Context: “When genuine content is shared with false contextual information”
7. Manipulated Content: “When genuine information or imagery is manipulated to deceive”
4
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Center,
2018

Between template website fanpages and template websites, some phenomena have emerged as
they cope with Facebook’s push mechanism of posts to readers. This section will first list unique
phenomena on these template website fanpages, and then interpret the phenomena based on
Facebook’s push mechanism of posts.

Template website
Facebook fanpages
disseminate

Template websites
publish stories

(Figure 5. Template Websites’ Information Dissemination Pattern)
1. Characteristics of Template Website Fanpages
(1) Some template website fanpages share each other’s posts, forming a group of fanpages;
however, different fanpage groups will also share same template websites.
Among the top 100 influential Facebook fanpages on the M503 incident, three template
website fanpages, “Qiqi Look,”5 “Guardian Taiwan Alliance,”6 and “Island of Ghost.”7
In addition to posting status sharing links to template websites, these three template
website fanpages also share posts from other template website fanpages.
From such relationship chains, a total of 88 template website fanpages operated in
similar model are identified. 8 From January 1 to August 31, 2018, these 88 template
website fanpages shared links to posts on at least 177 template websites based on
domains. 9 This research targeted the 88 template website fanpages and conducted
community research on their posting behaviors and post contents.

Qiqi Look website: https://www.facebook.com/700014796805352/, Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
Guardian Taiwan Alliance website: https://www.facebook.com/811416155555199/, Last accessed on: November
24, 2018
7 Island of Ghost website: https://www.facebook.com/260917710932114/, Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
8 Refer to Appendix 1. List of Template Website Fanpages
9 Refer to Appendix 2. List and Traffics of Template Websites
5
6
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Figure 6. Pattern Diagram of Template Website Fanpages Sharing Each Other’s Posts to
Maximize Influences)
Schematic diagrams of how different groups share same template websites. Fanpage
“Army Articles” regularly shares posts of fanpages “China Can Do” and “History
Article”:

(Figure 7. Template Website Fanpage Army Articles Sharing Post by Template Website
Fanpage China Can Do)
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(Figure 8. Template Website Fanpage Army Articles Sharing Post by Template Website
Fanpage History Article)
Figure 9 to Figure 10 are statistics of different template website fanpages sharing
addresses of template websites. This research names the template website fanpage groups
based on the contents of their posts, and these fanpage groups can be roughly
categorized into “Taiwan issue fanpage group, the Great Rejuvenation of the Chinese
Nation fanpage group A, the Great Rejuvenation of the Chinese Nation fanpage group B,
Hong Kong and Macau issues fanpage group, and Malaysia issues fanpage group;”
however, with the exception of Issues of Taiwan Fanpages, all the other four groups
share addresses to the template websites on the right (Figure 11, Figure 12), while the
addresses of template websites shared by Issues of Taiwan Fanpages are not shared by
other template website fanpages (Figure 10). The mode of operation of Issues of Taiwan
Fanpages are the same as all the fanpages of the other groups, but the teams operating
the fanpages may be different.
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Fanpage
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on
Taiwan
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(Figure 9. Relation Chart of Template Websites and Issues of Taiwan Fanpages)
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(Figure 10. Relation Chart A of Template Websites and other Groups of Fanpages)
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The Great
Rejuvenation of the
Chinese Nation
Fanpage Group A

The Great
Rejuvenation of the
Chinese Nation
Fanpage Group B

Malaysia issues
Fanpage Group

(Figure 11. Relation Chart B of Template Websites and other Groups of Fanpages)

(2) Template website fanpages share links to posts of template websites, but do not create
posts; or they copy the headlines of the articles of the links as contents of posts.
The 88 fanpages posted a total of 571,267 posts from January 1 to August 31, 2018,
averaging 2,350 posts a day. Among them, “Global Chinese Dragon” posted the highest
number of posts, amassing 42,139 posts, and averaging 173 posts a day and 7 posts an
hour.
Template website fanpages post large numbers of posts; editing and composing contents
of posts when sharing links may add to their operational costs. Therefore, most of the
template website fanpages do not engage in content creation, and simply copy and paste
the headlines of the shared articles, as Figure 12 illustrates.

(Figure 12)
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(3) After a period of time, links shared by template website fanpages may become invalid, or
the thumbnails may become unavailable.
According to Facebook’s design, when a fanpage shares a link on a post, the post will
extract a thumbnail and part of the text of the linked article, and display on the fanpage,
so that users can preview the content of the link before they click. Some template
website fanpages share pages of template websites, and after some time, the content or
pictures of the webpages will be deleted, resulting in the posts showing invalid
thumbnails; or, when users click on the links, the pages are not found.
This design is the result of the dissemination mechanism of Facebook posts. Facebook
will put new posts by fanpages on the News Feed of users’ walls, so that the posts can be
viewed and read by users. Newly released posts not only will show on the top of the
fanpages, but will also be prioritized on personal walls, and consequently, it is not as easy
for older posts to be seen.
Template websites creates lots of articles daily for template website fanpages to share,
facilitating views of advertisements and making earnings from advertising revenue
sharing mechanism, as mentioned in previous paragraphs. However, pictures will cause
burden on the system, and therefore, some template websites will delete older articles
and pictures, or even older article pages. Consequently, links or thumbnails of the old
posts on template website fanpages will become invalid.
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(Figure 13. Template Website Fanpage Army Articles Sharing Post by Template Website
Fanpage History Article)

(Figure 14. Template Website Fanpage Army Articles Sharing Post by Template Website
Fanpage China Can Do)
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(4) In addition to political posts, template website fanpages also share posts on
entertainment, education, diet, and health, so that these fanpages can reach real users.
Compared to another social media, Twitter, which adopts the method of calculating the
most-used words in real-time to present Trends for You, so that users can understand
the hottest topics at the moment, Facebook, on the other hand, offers users information
they are interested in, and does not disclose whether or not everyone is talking about a
specific topic.

(Figure 14. Screenshot of Twitter Trends for You and Retweets by Fake Accounts)
On Facebook, users can only see posts by fanpages they are following or have liked, or
posts of fanpages liked or commented by their friends. Fake accounts can execute fake
likes, shares, and comments; however, if fake accounts did not establish connections
with real users, the links posted would not be clicked and viewed by real users. On this
basis, fake likes for posts, likes for fanpages, and fake comments, can only create the
illusion of posts being popular; but for fake information and comments to be viewed,
believed, and distributed by real users, fake accounts should be friends with real accounts
in order for information to be spread from fake accounts to real users. Figure 16 shows
how a Chinese marketing agency claims to accumulate 5,000 friends for a fake account
through Facebook’s friend recommendations within 15 to 30 days.10

10

Facebook AI Marketing System, https://sales.miw.io/en/facebook/, Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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(Figure 15. Chinese Software Company Investment Explanation)
In addition to political information, template website fanpages will also post information
on entertainment, education, health, and diet, which are posts that can more easily catch
the attention of real users, so that they will like and follow the fanpages, or like the posts,
helping template website fanpages establish connections with real users. Template
website fanpages average 2,400 posts a day, and as long as one of these posts gain the
trust of a real user, who likes, comments, or shares the post, then it will be possible for
this post to be read by his or her friends, who are also real users, thus carrying out
effective dissemination among real users.

(Figure 16. Template Website Fanpages’ Non-Political Post)
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“Three Things Xi Jinping’s Father Told Him” 11 illustrates the effect generated after a
success story of unknown origin 12 posted by template website fanpage “Liked News
World” came into contact with real users, amassing a total of 4,500 likes, 4,483 shares,
and 303 comments. Examining the accounts interacting with the post, many of them
were opened quite early, and have daily pictures and posts by friends, which leads us to
believe that these are the behaviors of real Facebook users.

(Figure 17. Community Effect of Chicken-Soup-for-the-Soul Story)
2. Unique Characteristics of Template Websites
(1) Multiple Similar Website Frameworks
Template websites also adopt popular website frameworks such as blog or media website.

(Figure 18. https://cnews.fbs.one/)

(Figure 19. https://imilitary.fbs.one/)

Link to post: https://www.facebook.com/LIKEDNEWSWORLD/posts/964381083743648. Last accessed on
September 20, 2018
12 Some users claim that they have seen an exact same story entitled “Three Things Ka-shing Li’s Father Told Him.”
11
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(Figure 20. https://globalct.orgs.one/)

(Figure 21. https://www.taiwan-madnews.com)

(Figure 22. https://www.fale100.com) (Figure 23. https://www.readdoo.com/)
(2) Some of the websites’ articles and displays have consistent fonts and color schemes.
See Figure 18 to 23.
(3) Repeating Website Names
Website names are highly repetitive; over half of the 117 template websites listed in
Appendix 2 (59 websites) have repeating names. Table 2 shows some of the list. For the
complete list, please see Appendix 3.13
(Table 2. Template Websites with Same Name and Different Addresses)
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Website Name

Address

Website Name

Address

Qiqi Look

www.iqiqi.life

Qiqi Look

www.qiqi.world

Qiqi Look

www.cnews.world

Qiqi Look

www.defense.rocks

Qiqi Look

www.qiqilook.orgs.press Qiqi Look

www.qiqi.news

Qiqi Look

www.cmilitary.ipub.fun

Qiqi Look

www.qnews.orgs.pub

Qiqi Look

www.qiqi.today

Qiqi Look

Iqiqi.news

See Appendix 3. List of Template Websites with Repeating Names
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Qiqi Look

www.chistory.ipub.pro

3. Summary
This study has identified a total of 88 fanpages that target issues of Taiwan and distribute
overseas information, averaging 2,350 post a day on Facebook. To establish connection with real
Facebook users, these fanpages will post information on entertainment, daily living, and politics,
or even mix and blend real and fake information, to first gain the trust of real users, so that when
they post political information, they are be able to establish effective communication channels.

IV A Study on Template Website Fanpages and Purposes of Template Websites
1. Establishment and Operation of Template Website Fanpages Show Chinese Characteristics
(1) Using Terms Regulated by Xinhua News Agency
From January 1 to August 31, 2018, a total of 23,048 posts on issues of Taiwan
mentioned “Taiwan” or “Tsai Ing-wen” in either traditional or simplified Chinese;
among them, 2,396 posts used terms set by Xinhua News Agency when referring to the
ROC government, such as “The Taiwan Authority of China,” “Taiwan Authority,” “Tsai
Ing-wen Administration,” “Taiwan Region,” “Taiwan Leader,” and “Tsai Ing-wen
Office.”
There is a total of 1,083 posts that referred to President Tsai Ing-wen as “President.”
However, most of these posts were from “Guardian Taiwan Alliance,” “Island of Ghost,”
and “Ghost Island News,” three fanpages of the “Issues of Taiwan Fanpages” group.
Furthermore, the template websites shared by these three fanpages were not shared by
other fanpages; in other words, Issues of Taiwan Fanpages, despite operating in the same
dissemination pattern as the other fanpages, had weak connection with the other
fanpages, as mentioned in pervious previously.14
Subtracting posts by Issues of Taiwan Fanpages that use the term “President Tsai Ingwen,” the remaining fanpages totaled 18,731 posts on issues of Taiwan; a total of 2,190
posts used terms set by Xinhua News Agency, including “The Taiwan Authority of
14

Refer to p. 7 to p.10 of this paper
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China,” “Taiwan Authority,” “Tsai Ing-wen Administration,” “Taiwan Region,” “Taiwan
Leader,” and “Tsai Ing-wen Office,” to refer to the ROC government, accounting for
11.69% of all posts. Only 161 posts used “President Tsai Ing-wen,” accounting for
0.86% of all posts.
(2) Some of the Template Website Fanpages Display Five-Starred Red Flag of China or
Symbols of the People’s Liberation Army as Profile Pictures

(Figure 24. Profile Pictures of some Template Website Fanpages)
2. Establishment and Operation of Template Website Show Chinese Characteristics
(1) This research inquired the IPs and main server locations of the 117 template websites
shared by the 88 fanpages via the service of whois on September 20, 2018, discovering
that many of the main servers were established at main server service companies in
Western countries, including OVH, Cloudflare, Gorilla Servers, and Google, and IP
locations were in countries other than China. Registrants’ information had also been
hidden.
However, 10 template websites, which mainly posted non-political information, such as
horoscope and food, were serviced by Tencent, a Chinese company; nevertheless,
website content, IP, and main server service provider can be changed anytime. The
following chart presents the result of the inquiry prior to September 20, 2018.
(Table 3. Websites with Main Server on Tencent Cloud)
Website Name

Address

IP
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Main
Server
Service Provider

Healthy S Sky

www.healthyssky.com

203.205.190.47

Tencent Cloud

Healthy S Sky

Healthyssky.com

119.28.64.97

Tencent Cloud

Ai Bao Bao

www.healthyssky.xyz

119.28.64.97

Tencent Cloud

Ai Bao Bao

Healthyssky.xyz

119.28.64.97

Tencent Cloud

Happy Divination

www.happydivination.xyz 203.205.190.29

Tencent Cloud

Hot Q Zone

www.hotqzone.xyz

203.205.190.49

Tencent Cloud

Hot Q Zone

Hotqzone.xyz

119.28.64.97

Tencent Cloud

Horoscope Cabin

Hotcreator.com

119.28.53.60

Tencent Cloud

Spiritual Home

Fbww.kim

119.28.53.60

Tencent Cloud

Yummyyummy

Sharealliance.top

119.28.53.60

Tencent Cloud

(2) Case Study: One of the registrants of websites that spread fake news on Filipino
President Rodrigo Duterte and Taiwanese female journalist is a Chinese national.
On May 24, 2018, template website fanpages, such as Qiqi Look and Army Articles,
shared the link to an article titled “Everyone Laughs, Duterte Flirts with Taiwanese
Female Journalist on How to Deal with Bilateral Relationship with China;” the article
compared the relationship between Taiwan and China to a domestic violent relationship.
The article concluded that “she (referring to ROC President Tsai Ing-wen) has never
married, and that is why she does not know how it feels to be beaten.” This article had
influences on real users as it was shared by netizens and anti-ruling party fanpages.
Netizen calciumless carried out verification of the incident on PTT.15

(Figure 25. Case Study’s Facebook Discussion Screenshot)

Calciumless
carried
out
verification
of
the
incident
on
PTT
Gossiping:
https://www.ptt.cc/bbs/Gossiping/M.1527216127.A.DD4.html. Last accessed on: September 20, 2018
15
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(Figure 26. Case Study’s PTT Discussion Screenshot)
As the research was being conducted, the post on Army Articles was deleted, 16 with only
backup copy in database. According to the database data, “Easy Reader,” a template
website with address “http://www.eyreader.com/” had shared this post on
“http://www.eyreader.com/show/218155,” but the thumbnail picture on the fanpage
was deleted, as well as the content on the website of the link. Using the domain,
“eyreader.com,” of “Easy Reader,” the researchers applied for information inquiry,
which showed that the IP was located in the US, but the registrant’s nationality was
China.17

Post by Army Articles (deleted), https://www.facebook.com/571399223003278/posts/1214640768679117, Last
accessed on: September 20, 2018
17 “eyreader.com” information inquiry, https://domainbigdata.com/eyreader.com, last accessed on: November 5,
2018
16
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(Figure 27. Army Articles Sharing Link to “eyreader.com” Screenshot taken from
database backup of QSearch)

(Figure 28. Country of Registrant of Domain, “eyreader.com,” was China.
(3) Influence of Dissemination of Template Websites’ Information by Template Website
Fanpages: Approximately 50,000 Monthly Views per Single Template Website.
As mentioned, the research has discovered the dissemination channel of overseas
political information, which is contents provided by template websites and shared by
template website fanpages to attract readers. On November 24, 2018, the research
further explored the influence power of such pattern by examining the monthly traffic
and country of main audience of these template websites.
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The research is based on Alexa website ranking service provided by Amazon,18 traffic
prediction, and main audience analysis. Alexa carries out ranking on global websites using
pageviews and unique visitors. Some of the 117 template websites, though having
seemingly different domains, actually share the same IP. Table 4 shows the Taiwanese
website ranking19 and traffic data from Taiwan of the 25 template websites with different
IPs that had traffics from Taiwan from October 25 to November 24, 2018.
(Table 4. Template Websites Taiwanese Ranking and Percentage of Traffic from Taiwan)

TW Ranking

TW

Name

Traffic

556 55.90% GreatDaily

Address

IP

www.twgreatdaily.com

104.25.22.99

www.happydivination.xyz

203.205.190.29

www.globalct.orgs.one

139.99.121.94

2,002 64.60% Ai Bao Bao

www.healthyssky.xyz

119.28.64.97

2,921 82.30% Great Po

www.greatpo.com

104.287.208

3,595 49.20% Qiqi Look News

www.qnews.orgs.pub

144.217.192.235

4,105 42.90% Global Military

www.globalmilitary.orgs.press 104.24.112.107

5,357 39.30% yummyyummy

sharealliance.top

119.28.53.60

5,685 38.40% Super Daily

superdaily.coms.pub

139.99.121.240

1,635 54.00% Happy Divination
1,913 42.10%

Global

Chinese

Taiwan

News

Update

6,842 52.90% 1650236525032261_ www.johnpao5.ipub.one

192.99.10.165

173351025
7,632 63.60% Healthy S Sky
11,750 46.40% Great Po

healthyssky.com

119.28.64.97

www.ilovestory.net

104.27.167.224

Alexa Website Ranking Definition and Method: Alexa’s traffic estimates and ranks are based on the browsing
behavior of people in our global data panel which is a sample of all internet users. Alexa’s Traffic Ranks are based
on the traffic data provided by users in Alexa’s global data panel over a rolling 3 month period. Traffic Ranks are
updated daily. A site’s ranking is based on a combined measure of Unique Visitors and Pageviews. Unique Visitors
are determined by the number of unique Alexa users who visit a site on a given day. Pageviews are the total number
of Alexa user URL requests for a site. However, multiple requests for the same URL on the same day by the same
user are counted as a single Pageview. The site with the highest combination of unique visitors and pageviews is
ranked #1. Additionally, we employ data normalization to correct for biases that may occur in our data. Website:
https://support.alexa.com/hc/en-us/articles/200449744- How-are-Alexa-s-traffic-rankings-determined-, Last
accessed on: November 24, 2018
18

19

Alexa ranks websites globally and nationally.
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12,128 34.20% Hot Q Zone

hotqzone.xyz

119.28.64.97

12,263 26.50% Qiqi Look News

www.cnews.world

139.99.121.94

13,838 24.60% Horoscope Cabin

hotcreator.com

119.28.53.60

inews.fbs.one

104.250.149.130

www.feliciakung.orgs.host

104.27.166.153

www.mxfunny.com

104.27.130.125

www.feliciakung.ipub.fun

104.27.147.98

www.qiqi.today

139.99.121.94

15,120 49.60%
17,602 14.60%

World

Chinese

News
Overseas

Chinese

History

18,811 86.40% MX funny
Overseas

Chinese

19,956 30.80% Alliance
Information
20,505 26.10% Qiqi Look News

22,137 49.00% Ghost Island News www.johnpao.orgs.ltd
26,759

104.24.113.107

100% Ghost Island News www.taiwan- politicalnews.com 139.99.121.94

35,662 29.80% Qiqi Look News
17,602 14.60%

Overseas

Chinese

History

18,811 86.40% MX funny
Overseas

www.cnba.live

192.99.10.165

www.feliciakung.orgs.host

104.27.166.153

www.mxfunny.com

104.27.130.125

www.feliciakung.ipub.fun

104.27.147.98

www.qiqi.today

139.99.121.94

Chinese

19,956 30.80% Alliance
Information
20,505 26.10% Qiqi Look News

22,137 49.00% Ghost Island News www.johnpao.orgs.ltd
26,759

104.24.113.107

100% Ghost Island News www.taiwan- politicalnews.com 139.99.121.94

35,662 29.80% Qiqi Look News

www.cnba.live

192.99.10.165

42,103 13.10% Qiqi Look News

www.qiqi.world

144.217.192.235

44,916 59.00% Great Po

www.fafabest.com

104.31.78.184

On November 24, 2018, the day the research was conducted, the top-ranking template
website was “GreatDaily;” its address was https://www.twgreatdaily.com. The QRcode
of GreatDaily’s customer service Line ID was “Durian CS,” which had a website named
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“Dadliulian,”20 and claimed to be a Singaporean website; however, the legal disclaimer on
GreatDaily was in compliance with R.O.C. laws, designating Taipei District Court as the
governing court. Domain inquiry showed that registrant country was China.

(Figure 29. Screenshot of GreatDaily, Top-Ranking Template Website in terms of Traffic)

(Figure 30 (L): GreatDaily Offers Customer Service via Line QRcode, but no one
responded)
(Figure 31 (R): Registrant Country was China)
The website’s Taiwanese ranking was 556, and the second one was “Happy Divination”
with less than half of traffic. However, Alex is not capable of estimating or calculating
the number of unique visitors for all websites; for example, Alexa’s No. 500 website on

20

Daliulian, http://daliulian.weebly.com/, Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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that day was Public Construction Commission, Executive Yuan, 21 but Alexa did not
provide the data of the website’s unique visitors.
Therefore, the method used by this research to calculate the influence power was to
focus on template website GreatDaily, which ranked 556, and conduct analysis on the
number of unique visitors, and compare the number of unique visitors with No. 499
website of the day, “Love TV Show,”22 an online platform of international TV shows,
No. 18 United Daily News, 23 and No. 39 China Times, 24 which would serve as a
reference for the influence powers of the 117 template websites in this research.
UDN has approximately 773,000 unique visitors per month, whereas China Times has
approximately 630,000 unique visitors every month. GreatDaily has approximately
56,000 monthly unique visitors. Love TV Show has about 46, 000 unique visitors every
month.25 On the day of the research, the second place in unique visitors was “Happy
Divination,” which ranked 1,635 in the country. From this, it can be deduced that
websites ranked behind GreatDaily had influence powers smaller than 56,000 visitors per
month.

(Figure 32. Alexa’s Estimated Unique Visitors)

Public Construction Commission, Executive Yuan, https://www.pcc.gov.tw/, Last accessed on: November 24,
2018
22 Love TV Show, https://lovetvshow.com/,
23 United Daily News, https://udn.com/
24 China Times, https://www.chinatimes.com/
25 Alexa’s ranking is based on comprehensive index calculated from pageviews and unique visitors, and therefore,
even though GreatDaily has higher number of unique visitors than Love TV Show, the latter’s Taiwanese ranking
may still be higher than the former due to its pageviews.
21
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However, according to GreatDaily’s global ranking over the past six months, it was at the
lowest point; during previous months when GreatDaily’s ranking was higher, the unique
visitors perhaps far exceeded 56,000 per month.

(Figure 33. Curve of GreatDaily’s Alexa Ranking)
(4) Template Website Fanpages’ Business Model Analysis
Before the dawn of the Internet age, media were the agencies responsible for
information dissemination. After the arrival of the Internet age, people have gradually
abandoned writing, and setting up a website has gotten easier and easier, and everyone
can edit and spread information online. Traditional print media, such as Liberty Times,
United Daily, China Times, and Apple Daily, continue to earn advertising revenues
through selling newspaper; even in the digital era, the business model of media continues
to be advertising-supported, and the pricing is determined based on media brand and
pageviews. Clients evaluate the effect of advertisement based on the number of views
and clicks. Not just media, everyone can place advertisements on their own websites
through online advertising network mechanism, operated by the likes of Google, and
collect revenue. A massive number of websites with lots of ad slots have emerged, which
copy existing contents available online, and use compelling headlines as click baits,
earning advertising revenue and creating the business model of content farms.
In this research, some template websites share a login page called “Flash Text Alliance.”
There are at least two different portals, allowing users to register, log-in, check revenue,
and find out the ranking in terms of number of clicks of their posts. Flash Text Alliance
provides tutorial for content providers to set up websites and earn Facebook advertising
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revenue share. Placing ad slots of online advertising networks, such as Google and
Facebook, is a common practice, and the possibility of template websites are set up to
disperse information with an aim to profit through advertising cannot be eliminated.

(Figure 34. http://www.fbs.one/)

(Figure 35. https://www.orgs.one/)

The 117 template websites can be further categorized into three: No Ads, Google or
Facebook Ads, Taboola Ads. There is only one website that has no ads; and 93 websites
have some kind of advertising. When the research was conducted, there were 23 websites
that had become invalid pages or redirected to other template websites, and therefore the
researchers could not investigate their advertising model.26
(Table 5. Advertising Model of 117 Template Websites)
Type
Quantity

No Ads

Google, Facebook, Invalid

1

Taboola, or Others

Redirected

93

23

or

Refer to p.X. Posts on template website fanpages, after some time, may become invalid, or the thumbnail may
become invalid. This reflects that investigation on information dissemination should be immediate.
26
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i.

Template Websites Having Ads with Google Ads Code Embedded.

(Figure 36. Screenshot of Google Ads Code27)
ii.

Template Websites Having Ads with Facebook Ads Code Embedded.
Facebook Ads will only be shown when a webpage is opened via Facebook
mobile app. The left figure is the screenshot of “https://www.cnews.world”
opened in common browsers; the right figure shows the same address, but
opened in Facebook mobile app.
When the website is opened with common browsers on smartphone or computer,
users will only see Google Ads; when opened with Facebook mobile app,
Facebook Ads will be shown in priority.

(Figure 37(L): Google Ads Displayed on Smartphone)
(Figure 38(R): Facebook Ads Displayed on Smartphone)

Ghost Island News, September 27, 2018, http://www.taiwan-madnews.com/show/333625, Last accessed on:
November 24, 2018
27
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iii.

Template Websites Having Ads with Taboola Code Embedded.

(Figure 39. Screenshot of Taboola Code and the Ads Shown on Template
Websites28)
iv.

Template Websites Having No Ads
Qiqi Look News’ address is “https://iqiqi.news,” which is the only website
among the 117 that could open and did not have any ad slots. However, during
this research, after August 22, 2018, the website had no new updates. It could be
observed that the website’s format of posting articles and pairing with images
was similar to other template websites.

(Figure 40. Screenshot of Qiqi Look News, Template Website with No Ads)

Global Military, December 16, 2018, http://www.globalmilitary.orgs.press/show/481605, last accessed on:
November 24, 2018
28
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The aforementioned types of template websites all have advertising-supported
revenue model. Their dissemination of information may be purely commercial,
but we cannot eliminate malicious intentions of manipulating public opinion.
However, because these websites are built on advertising-supported revenue
model, the content providers must also provide real bank accounts in order to
collect the revenue; to investigate the source of information dissemination, it
would be easier to trace back to the bank accounts for Google and Facebook
Ads, since the advertising agencies are in the U.S.; on the other hand, it would
not be the case for Taboola Ads.
Taboola is an Israeli agency, but it received millions of USD of investment from
Baidu in 2015, which means that Baidu has influences on the agency.29 It would
be more difficult to trace the information of bank account holders of Taboola
Ads.
However, the one type that shall trigger the most concern is the fourth type,
“Template Websites Having No Ads.” Even when the websites copy and paste
contents, it still requires some kind of costs; when a website distributes large
amount of disinformation and information with unknown sources, but has no
intention to make a profit, its true intention will be suspicious.

v.

Summary

From January to August 2018, 88 fanpages shared at least 117 websites. Some of these
websites were found to have servers established on Tencent Cloud owned by Chinese
company, or the registrant country was China. Using Alexa’s ranking, the research
assessed the influence power of the websites, and the most influential website had 56,000
views per month.
The business model of setting up ad slots is already quite popular. Websites that
distribute large amount of disinformation or information with unknown sources, but

Baidu + Taboola, Bringing Discovery To China，Adam Singolda, May 18, 2015，
https://blog.taboola.com/baidu-taboola-bringing-discovery-to-china/, last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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have no embedded ads, trigger the greatest concern regarding their purposes and
intentions, followed by websites that have embedded ads of Chinese ads agencies, and
then websites that have embedded ads of ads agencies invested by Chinese companies.

V

Case Studies

1. M503 Incident: Content and Timing of Template Website Fanpages’ Posts Correspond to
PRC’s Official Statements
(1) Event Background
In 2015, China launched the new M503 flight route to the west of the median line of
Taiwan Strait to relief the busy Shanghai A470 route. The route, however, went as close
as 4.2 nautical miles to Taiwan (7.8 kilometers), increasing the risk of Taiwan’s aerial
defense. The Mainland Affairs Council claimed to have reached an agreement with China
that only the southbound route would be launched. On January 4, 2018, Civil Aviation
Administration of China (CAAC) unilaterally announced the launch of the northbound
route of M503, and the Civil Aeronautics Administration (R.O.C.) demanded airlines not
to utilize the route. As for airlines that did not comply, namely China Eastern Airlines
and Xiamen Air, Taiwanese government did not approve their applications for extra
fights to Taiwan during the Spring Festival.
(2) Research Method
Using keywords, “M503,” “Chartered Flight,” “Taiwanese Businessmen in Mainland,”
“Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA),” “Civil Aviation Administration of China
(CAAC),” “Ma Xiaoguang,” and “Wang Zhiqing,” the researchers searched all
information of template website fanapges from January 4 to March 4, 2018; among all
posts, 470 shared links by 42 fanpages were about the M503 incident. In this research,
the content and timing of these posts are compared with press releases and official
statements made by related agencies of the PRC government, conducting analysis on the
timing and content of posts by template website fanapges.
Table 6. Basic Information of Template Website Fanapges on M503 Incident
Keywords (Simplified and Traditional)

M503, Chartered Flight, Taiwanese
Businessmen in Mainland, Civil
Aeronautics Administration, Civil
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Aviation Administration of china, Ma
Xiaoguang, Wang Zhiqing
Analysis Period

January 4 to March 4, 2018

No. of Template Website Fanapges with

42

Posts
No. of Posts

Total 470
Average 8 Daily

(3) Chinese Official Press Releases, Statements, or Explanation regarding M503
Related agencies that had issued explanations regarding M503 included: CAAC, Taiwan
Affairs Office of the State Council, China Air Transport Association, and Ministry of
Transport. Time of issuance and content are listed in Table 7 below.
Table 7. Records of Statements Issued by China regarding M503
Date

Agency

Summary of Statement

1/430

CAAC

To Relieve A470, CAAC announces the launch
of M503 flight route. M503 is a civil route in
compliance with ICAO regulations; Beijing will
maintain

technical

communications

with

Taiwan.
1/1731

TAO

1. M503 is launched to relieve A470, and
will satisfy both parties’ interests and
needs

of

Asia-Pacific

aviation

development.
2. M503 is located on China’s side of the
median line. It is an internal affairs, and
does not violate the agreement reached
in 2015. Beijing notified Taiwan in
advance, but does not need Taiwan’s
consent.
Press Release by CAAC “Taiwanese Government’s Refusal to Approve Extra Flights Makes No Sense,”
http://www.caac.gov.cn/XWZX/MHYW/201801/t20180104_48355.html, January 4, 2018. Last accessed on:
November 24, 2018
31 TAO: M503 Launch is Internal Affairs of PRC, TAO.
http://www.gwytb.gov.cn/wyly/201801/t20180117_11894599.htm, January 17, 2018. Last accessed on: November
24, 2018
30

36

3. M503 is a civil flight route; in the past,
HK, Macau, and Southeast Asian
airlines have all used the southbound
route; since the launch of northbound
route, the average number of flights is
27 per day, and will not affect Taiwan’s
aviation safety.
1/1932

CAAC

Taiwanese government uses M503 as the
reason to refuse extra flights of China Eastern
Airlines and Xiamen Air to Taiwan during
Spring Festival, sacrificing Taiwanese people’s
needs to go come to retaliate against China.
Taiwan shall deal with outcomes of its action.
Beijing calls for Taiwan to relaunch extra
flights.

1/3033

CAAC

Airports are all busy during Spring Festival, but
the government will do its best to safeguard
the rights of Taiwanese people. Taiwanese
government shall be blamed for refusing the
extra flights. Beijing will coordinate with other
airlines or offer free refunds. Such retaliation
by Taiwan will only violate the interests and
rights of Taiwanese people.

1/3034

CATA

Beijing is actively making arrangement for
extra flights to help Taiwanese go home for
CNY. M503 has been approved by experts and
ICAO, and not a safety or security threat; it is
unreasonable for Taiwanese government to

“Taiwanese Government’s Refusal of Extra Flights Loses People’s Heart,” CAAC Press Release,
http://caac.gov.cn/XWZX/MHYW/201801/t20180119_48737.html, January 19, 2018, last accessed on:
November 24, 2018
33 “Taiwanese Government Refuses Approval of Spring Festival Extra Flights,” CAAC Press Release,
http://www.caac.gov.cn/XWZX/MHYW/201801/t20180130_48970.html, January 30, 2018, last accessed on:
November 24, 2018
34 “Unreasonable for Taiwanese Government to Refuse Extra Flights,” CATA News,
http://www.cata.org.cn/xwzx/XHDT/201801/t20180130_88062.html, January 31, last accessed on: November 24,
2018
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refuse the extra flights. For passengers whose
flights are cancelled will receive full refunds.
Taiwanese government’s actions have left
emotional scars.
1/3135

TAO

M503 is approved by ICAO, and lies on the
west of median line, within the Shanghai FIR.
Chinese aviation control agencies will maintain
past coordination mechanism, and maintain
technical communications with CAA.

1/3136

TAO

CAAC released statements on January 19 and
30,

condemning

Taiwanese

government’s

refusal of extra flights. Beijing is actively
helping Taiwanese people to go home, yet
Taiwanese government uses M503 as an excuse
and holds Taiwanese businessmen’s rights
hostage, retaliating against China’s airlines and
violating the interests of Taiwanese people.
Beijing will take other measures to help
Taiwanese people go home, and take care of
those who cannot.
1/3137

MOT

To help Taiwanese people go home for new
year, ferry services between Xiamen and
Taiwan has rescheduled for the Spring Festival,
so that all people can be home for the reunion
dinner. The ferry service has made all
preparations for additional seats or beds to
satisfy passenger needs.

1/3138

MOT

At the press conference held by the State

“M503 Does not Require Negotiation regarding Aviation Safety,” TAO News,
http://www.gwytb.gov.cn/wyly/201801/t20180131_11913532.htm, January 31, last accessed on: November 24,
2018
36 “Taiwanese government’s Refusal of Extra Flights Loses People’s Heart,” TAO News,
http://www.gwytb.gov.cn/m/news/201801/t20180131_11913528.htm, January 31, 2018. Last accessed on:
November 24, 2018
37 “Ferry Service Rescheduled for Spring Festival,” MOT News,
http://www.mot.gov.cn/zhuanti/2018chunyun_ZT/gedidongtai2018/201801/t20180131_2985441.html, January
31, 2018. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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Council Information Office, CAAC Deputy
Administrator Wang Zhiqing points out that
M503 has been approved by ICAO, and is
perfectly safe. It is unreasonable to refuse extra
flights. Wang asks airlines to give full refunds
and help Taiwanese people to go home via the
Mini-Three Links. MOT Deputy Ministry Liu
Xiaoming expresses that MOT will supervise
related provinces and cities to coordinate sea
transportation for Taiwanese passengers.
1/3139

CAAC (EN)

English

version

of

CAAC’s

January

4

statement.

(4) Characteristics of Case
The number of posts shared by template website fanpages reached three peaks as shown
below during the period of analysis. The timing of the three peaks was consistently
within 5 days after related news releases on M503 issued by Chinese government
(including the day of issuance).
Not only did the number of posts peaked during these times, the contents were also
discoursed from China’s official perspective. In the future, if government agencies were
to monitor the dissemination of disinformation through surveillance technology to
prevent effects and influences on community, these peaking periods would be a good
reference for monitoring and taking anti-measures.

“Press Conference on New Transportation Arrangements for New Year,” MOT Update, January 31, 2018,
http://www.mot.gov.cn/2018wangshangzhibo/lxmcyfbh/. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
39 “M503 Northbound Route and Related Connecting Routes Launched on January 4,” Civil Aviation
Administration of China，News，February 2, 2018,
http://www.caac.gov.cn/en/XWZX/201802/t20180202_49070.html. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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(Figure 41. Template Website Fanpages’ Timing and Number of Posts on M503)
This paper will try to analyze the contents of posts during the three peaks—A, B, and C.
If there are similar or repeated headlines, it means that the same articles or contents have
been distributed by different template websites, and they all have own influence power.
[Peak A]
On January 4, 2018, CAAC issued a press release. In summary: “To Relieve A470,
CAAC announces the launch of M503 flight route. M503 is a civil route in compliance
with ICAO regulations; Beijing will maintain technical communications with Taiwan.”40
From January 4 to 8, 2018, a total of 19 fanpages shared 50 posts, mainly focusing on the
relaunch of the flight route.
Table 8. Peak A Top 10 Most Influential Headlines regarding M503
Rank41

Headlines

1

Tsai Ing-wen Ma? Taiwan’s Air Force to Intercept Chinese
Passenger Aircrafts!

2

Taiwan belongs to China. There is no Median Line. American
Aircraft Carriers Patrolling Taiwan Strait is merely a Show

3

Sun Yang-Ming: DPP Government Becomes International Joke

See Note 30
Influence Power = Number of Likes and Emotions x 0.1 + Number of Comments x 0.1 + Number of Shares x
0.1; through quantification of the intensity of readers’ interaction with the post, such as likes, emotions, shares, and
comments, the research can compare the influence powers of different posts.
40
41

40

shortly into 2018! The Show Must Go on for DPP. Let’s Keep
Watching…
4

China Launches “Median Line” Flight Route, American Media Calls
for Aircraft Carriers to “Intimidate China.”

5

Tsai Ing-wen Ma? Taiwan’s Air Force to Intercept Chinese
Passenger Aircrafts!—Qiqi Look

6

China Launches M503. Ma Yin-Jeou’s Fault again according to DPP
Lawmaker Wang Ting-Yu

7

Tsai Ing-wen Ma? Taiwan’s Air Force to Intercept Chinese
Passenger Aircrafts!

8

Criticizing Ma Administration in the Past, Lawmaker Chen Chi-Mai
Slapped in the Face by Tsai Administration

9

If China Persists on Its own Way, Taiwan Will~~: Chang Siao-Yue

10

Lawmaker Chen Chi-Mai Criticized Ma Administration Three Years
ago regarding M503; What about Tsai Administration Now?

[Peak B]
On January 17, 2018, Taiwan Affairs Office of the State Council PRC released a news
update. In summary: “M503 is launched to relieve A470, and will satisfy both parties’
interests and needs of Asia-Pacific aviation development. M503 is located on China’s side
of the median line. It is an internal affairs, and does not violate the agreement reached in
2015. Beijing notified Taiwan in advance, but does not need Taiwan’s consent. M503 is a
civil flight route; in the past, HK, Macau, and Southeast Asian airlines have all used the
southbound route; since the launch of northbound route, the average number of flights
is 27 per day, and will not affect Taiwan’s aviation safety.”42
On January 19, 2018, CAAC issued a press release. In summary: “Taiwanese government
uses M503 as the reason to refuse extra flights of China Eastern Airlines and Xiamen Air
to Taiwan during Spring Festival, sacrificing Taiwanese people’s interest of going come
to retaliate against China. Taiwan shall deal with outcomes of its action. Beijing calls for
Taiwan to relaunch extra flights.”43

42
43

See Note 31
See Note 32
41

From January 17 to 23, 2018, a total of 25 fanpages shared 122 posts discussing the issue
of Taiwanese businessmen returning home.
Table 9. Peak B Top 10 Most Influential Headlines regarding M503
Rank44

Headlines

1

What Cruelty for China to Deal with Tsai Ing-Wen This Way!

2

Tsai Ing-Wen “Loses Her Mind” and Prevents 50K People from
Coming Home for New Year. Media and Taiwanese Businessmen
Outraged

3

Tourism Disaster! Tsai Stops Taiwanese Businessmen from
Returning Home, Mainland Temporary Stops Tours to Taiwan to
Vacate Seats

4

Taiwan’s Tsai Condemned! Taiwan’s Suicidal Retaliation against
Mainland Harms Own People!

5

Taiwan Retaliates! These Are the Ones Most Affected

6

Tsai Ing-Wen “Loses Her Mind” and Prevents 50K People from
Coming Home for New Year. Media and Taiwanese Businessmen
Outraged

7

Stopping Taiwanese Businessmen from Reuniting with Families
Hung Meng-Kai Calls out Tsai: How Do You Enjoy New Year’s
Eve Dinner?

8

Tsai Stops Taiwanese Businessmen from Coming Home. Mainland
Netizens “Generously” Respond: Give Them all the Tickets

9

Ignoring Taiwan, Mainland Airlines to Continue Using M503
Northbound Route

10

Absurd! Taiwan Administration: China Holds Taiwanese
Businessmen Hostages

[Peak C]
On January 30, 2018, CAAC issued a press release: “Airports are all busy during Spring
Festival, but the government will do its best to safeguard the rights of Taiwanese people.
Taiwanese government shall be blamed for refusing the extra flights. Beijing will
44

See Note 41
42

coordinate with other airlines or offer free refunds. Such retaliation by Taiwan will only
violate the interests and rights of Taiwanese people.”45
On January 31, 2018, TAO issued a news update: “CAAC released statements on January
19 and 30, condemning Taiwanese government’s refusal of extra flights. Beijing is
actively helping Taiwanese people to go home, yet Taiwanese government uses M503 as
an excuse and holds Taiwanese businessmen’s rights hostage, retaliating against China’s
airlines and violating the interests of Taiwanese people. Beijing will take other measures
to help Taiwanese people go home, and take care of those who cannot.”46
From January 30 to February 4, 2018, a total of 28 fanpages shared 127 posts, which
mainly talked about Taiwanese government’s refusal to approve extra flights of China
Eastern Airlines and Xiamen Air during Spring Festival.
Table 10. Peak C Top 10 Most Influential Headlines regarding M503
Rank47

Headlines

1

Not Approving Extra Flights during Spring Festival, Tsai
Administration Has a Grudge against the People?

2

Spring Festival Extra Flight Fiasco
Tsai Administration Changes Stance: Disapproval was never
Mentioned

3

Mainland Media: ICAO Replies CAA M503 in Compliance with
Regulations

4

China Eastern Airlines and Xiamen Air Cancel Flights, MOTC: May
also Cancel Regular Flights

5

Pundit: Tsai Administration’s Action Proves “Taiwan is a Part of
China”

6

US to Deliver 250 Missiles to Taiwan. Taiwan Media: In Response
to M503

7

On M503 Incident, Tang Hsiang-Long: “Tsai Administration’s
Action Proves “Taiwan is a Part of China”

See Note 33
See Note 35
47 See Note 41
45
46

43

8

Tsai Refuses Extra Flights, Taiwanese Businessmen: Teach DPP a
Lesson on Election Day

9

Tsai Ing-Wen Defeats Four Enemies at Once
Travel Agencies Mock: She is Having the best Spring Festival

10

Taiwanese Businessmen Having a hard Time Coming Home, Sung
Chao-Wen: Tsai Administration Enjoying This?

(5) Types of Disinformation from the most Influential Websites regarding M503
Contents shared by template websites are not all disinformation or fake news. Readers
may find these fanpages or websites trustworthy because of the real information mixed
within the articles, and then be deceived by the disinformation hidden within. This paper
will use the 7 types of mis- and disinformation set forth by Dr. Claire Wardle of the John
F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard,48 to examine the mis- or disinformation
dispersed through the top 10 influential articles during Peak A, B, and C, as well as all
later cases. The results are tabulated in Table 11. If there are similar or repeated headlines,
it means that the same articles or contents have been distributed by different template
websites, and they all have own influence power.
Table 11. Type of Disinformation of Top 10 Influential Articles during Peak A, B, and C,
of M503 Incident
No.
A-1

Headlines

Type of Mis- or Disinformation

Tsai Ing-wen Ma? Taiwan’s



Type 5, False Connection

Air Force to Intercept Chinese



The headline was taken out of context

Passenger Aircrafts!

49

to trigger anger or anxiety. Civil aircrafts
must first cross the median line and
threatens Taiwan’s national security

Claire Wardle, Fake news. It’s complicated, Harvard Kennedy School Shorenstein Center,
https://firstdratnews.org/ake-news-complicated/,
Last
accessed
on:
November
24,
2018
According to Dr. Wardle, there are 7 types of mis- or disinformation:
1. Satire or Parody: “No intention to cause harm but has potential to fool”
2. Misleading Content: “Misleading use of information to frame an issue or individual”
3. Imposter Content: “When genuine sources are impersonated”
4. Fabricated Content: “New content is 100% false, designed to deceive and do harm”
5. False Connection: “When headlines, visuals or captions don’t support the content”
6. False Context: “When genuine content is shared with false contextual information”
7. Manipulated Content: “When genuine information or imagery is manipulated to deceive”
49 Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline. Original
address: http://qiqilook.fbs.one/post471348/622. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
48

44

before Taiwan can deploy fighter jets to
intercept, issue warning, or drive them
away, according to related regulations.
A-2

Taiwan belongs to China.



Type 7, Manipulating Content

There is no Median Line.



When genuine information or imagery is

American Aircraft Carriers

manipulated to deceive.

Patrolling Taiwan Strait is



50

merely a Show

The content shared was a video, which
translated The Washington Examiner’s
editorial,51 in which the author offered
three pieces of advice to President
Trump: First, US should partner with
other countries to monitor China’s
behaviors and actions. The video
mentioned that it would be a good
timing when French President Macron
visited China, however, the original
editorial did not say this.

A-3

Sun Yang-Ming: DPP



Government Becomes

Not fake information. Copy Taiwanese
KOL’s column content.

International Joke shortly into
2018! The Show Must Go on
for DPP. Let’s Keep
Watching…52
A-4

China Launches “Median



Type 7, Manipulating Content

Line” Flight Route, American



The link is the same article as A-2. Refer

Media Calls for Aircraft

to A-2.

Carriers to “Intimidate
China.”53

Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline. Original
address: http://qiqilook.fbs.one/post474260/622. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
51 Trump should push back against escalating Chinese threats to Taiwan, Washington Examiner, January 5, 2018,
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/trump-should-push-back-against-escalating-chinese-threats-to-taiwan. Last
accessed on: November 24, 2018
50

52
53

Template website, http://www.orgs.pub/show/12288. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
Template website, http://www.bml.orgs.one/show/121509. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
45

A-5

Tsai Ing-wen Ma? Taiwan’s



Type 5, False Connection

Air Force to Intercept Chinese



See A-1



Not disinformation, content copied

Passenger Aircrafts!—Qiqi
Look54
A-6

China Launches M503. Ma
Yin-Jeou’s Fault again

from story by Taiwanese media.

according to DPP Lawmaker
Wang Ting-Yu55
A-7

Tsai Ing-wen Ma? Taiwan’s



Type 5, False Connection

Air Force to Intercept Chinese



See A-1

Passenger Aircrafts!
A-8

56

Criticizing Ma Administration

 Not disinformation. Story by Chinese

in the Past, Lawmaker Chen

media.

Chi-Mai Slapped in the Face
by Tsai Administration57
A-9

If China Persists on Its own

Not disinformation. Story by Chinese media.

Way, Taiwan Will~~: Chang
Siao-Yue58
A-10 Lawmaker Chen Chi-Mai

 Type 2, Misleading Content

Criticized Ma Administration

 This article cites Taiwanese media

Three Years ago regarding

ETtoday’s story in 2015, but the last

M503; What about Tsai

paragraph was from China Times. The

Administration Now?

59

article only listed ETtoday as the source,
but not China Times, so that readers
could not find out the real source of the
information. The text pokes fun at
political figures, yet it cites a news story
from 2015, which can be misleading.

Template website, http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/11937. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
Template website http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/11858. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
56 Template website, http://www.orgs.pub/show/12288. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
57 Template website, http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/11786. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
58 Template website, http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/11779. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
59 Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline. Original
address: http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/12011. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
54
55
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B-1

What Cruelty for China to



Deal with Tsai Ing-Wen This

Type 5, False Connection; Type 3,
Imposter Content

60

Way!



The article takes China’s official stance,
narrating how Chinese government is
being friendly with those Taiwanese who
needs to go home. Has nothing to do
with the headline.



Even “this way” refers to Chinese
netizens’ campaign of ceding their
tickets to those who needed to come
home, it was not official measure of
“Mainland,” and it was just an online
survey; inconsistent with the headline.



The source is listed as “Global Times,”
but the story cannot be found on the
media’s website. It was the genuine
source.

B-2

Tsai Ing-Wen “Loses Her



Not fake news. The content is generated

Mind” and Prevents 50K

by summing up reports of Taiwanese

People from Coming Home

media.

for New Year. Media and
Taiwanese Businessmen
Outraged61
B-3

Tourism Disaster! Tsai Stops



Taiwanese Businessmen from

issues.

Returning Home, Mainland



Temporary Stops Tours to
Taiwan to Vacate Seats

Type 2, Misleading Content. Fabricating
This was original an article published by
Taiwanese media China Times. It was

62

used by template website “Taiwan Crazy
Political News,” and shared by fanpage
“Guardian Taiwan Alliance.”


According to the article, Chinese

Template website, http://qiqilook.fbs.one/post495082/622. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
Template website, http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/14513. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
62 Template website http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/14298. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
60
61
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netizens organized a poll on an online
forum, and most of them agreed to
postpone their trip to Taiwan, so that
Taiwanese businessmen could take their
seats to return to Taiwan for New Year.
The article also cites an unknown
netizen, claiming that authority was
considering stopping tours to Taiwan
during Spring Festival; and then the
article mentions that, since Tsai Ing-wen
took office, the number of Chinese
tourists coming to Taiwan halved, and
the tourism industry was struggling,
connecting the two events.


However, postponing plan to come to
Taiwan was just an online poll, not an
official measure of Chinese government.
China Times uses “Mainland Temporary
Stops Tours to Taiwan to Vacate Seats”
as the headline to mislead readers that
Chinese government asked people to
stop coming to Taiwan, and then makes
connection with lowered number of
Chinese tourists, so that readers would
be dissatisfied with the government.
This is fabrication of information,
meeting the definition of disinformation

B-4

Taiwan’s Tsai Condemned!

 Not fake news. Content takes standpoint

Taiwan’s Suicidal Retaliation

of Chinese government. Use of

against Mainland Harms Own

compelling headline.

63

People!

Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline. Original
address: http://chinesemilitary.fbs.one/post490262/91. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
63

48

B-5

Taiwan Retaliates! These Are
the Ones Most Affected

64



Type 6, False Context



The article cites former CAA DirectorGeneral Shen Chi’s opinion, saying that
cancelling extra Spring Festival flights
would be greatly impactful, and might
affect China Airlines and EVA Air in the
future. However, Shen Chi was really
worried about China’s counterretaliation
would hit local airlines. The article took
his words out of context and could be
misleading.

B-6

Tsai Ing-Wen “Loses Her



Not fake news. Content takes standpoint

Mind” and Prevents 50K

of Chinese government. Use of

People from Coming Home

compelling headline.

for New Year. Media and
Taiwanese Businessmen
Outraged65
B-7

Stopping Taiwanese



Businessmen from Reuniting

Not fake news. Content takes standpoint
of Chinese government.

with Families
Hung Meng-Kai Calls out
Tsai: How Do You Enjoy
New Year’s Eve Dinner?66
B-8

Tsai Stops Taiwanese



Type 6, False Context

Businessmen from Coming



Real content paired with wrong

Home. Mainland Netizens

background information

“Generously” Respond: Give



67

Them all the Tickets

Citing the article by Taiwanese media
China Times in B-3, the post is
consistent with Chinese government’s

Template website, http://www.globalmilitary.orgs.one/show/127725. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
Template website, http://www.bml.orgs.one/show/128270. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
66 Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline. Original
address: http://qiqilook.fbs.one/post489611/622. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
67 Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline. Original
address: http://inews.fbs.one/post490660/584. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
64
65
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stance. However, the truth is that,
although number of Chinese tourists
decreased, the total tourists to Taiwan
increased. The article only focuses on
the plummeting number of Chinese
tourists, and makes the false connection
to tourism industry’s struggles, but does
not disclose that the number of total
tourists coming to Taiwan increased.
This is misleading.
B-9

Ignoring Taiwan, Mainland



Airlines to Continue Using

Not fake news. The content copied story
by Taiwanese media.

M503 Northbound Route68
B-10 Absurd! Taiwan



Administration: China Holds

Not disinformation. Copied from story
by Chinese media.

Taiwanese Businessmen
Hostages69
C-1

Not Approving Extra Flights



Not fake news. Content takes standpoint

during Spring Festival, Tsai

of Chinese government. Use of

Administration Has a Grudge

compelling headline.

against the People?70
C-2

Spring Festival Extra Flight

Not fake news. The content copied story by

Fiasco

Taiwanese media.

Tsai Administration Changes
Stance: Disapproval was never
Mentioned71
C-3

Mainland Media: ICAO

Not fake news. The content copied story by

Replies CAA M503 in
Compliance with Regulations
C-4

Taiwanese media.
72

China Eastern Airlines and

Not fake news. The content copied story by

Template website, http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/14180. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline. Original
address: http://inews.fbs.one/post492219/584. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
70 Template website, http://www.bml.orgs.one/show/133661. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
71 Template website, http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/16448. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
72 Template website, http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/15954. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
68
69
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Xiamen Air Cancel Flights,

Taiwanese media.

MOTC: May also Cancel
Regular Flights73
C-5

Pundit: Tsai Administration’s

Not fake news. The content copied story by

Action Proves “Taiwan is a

Chinese media.

Part of China”
C-6

74

US to Deliver 250 Missiles to

Not fake news. The content copied story by

Taiwan. Taiwan Media: In

Chinese media.

Response to M50375
C-7

On M503 Incident, Tang

Not fake news. The content copied story by

Hsiang-Long: “Tsai

Chinese media.

Administration’s Action
Proves “Taiwan is a Part of
China”76
C-8

Tsai Refuses Extra Flights,

Not fake news. The content copied story by

Taiwanese Businessmen:

Taiwanese media.

Teach DPP a Lesson on
Election Day77
C-9

Tsai Ing-Wen Defeats Four

Not fake news. The content copied story by

Enemies at Once

Taiwanese media.

Travel Agencies Mock: She is
Having the best Spring
Festival78
C-10 Taiwanese Businessmen

Not fake news. The content copied story by

Having a hard Time Coming

Taiwanese media, but changed “Tsai

Home, Sung Chao-Wen: Tsai

Government” to Xinhua-approved term

Template website, http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/15973. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
Template website, http://www.globalmilitary.orgs.one/show/135587. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
75 Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline. Original
address: http://imilitary.fbs.one/post510094/584. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
76 Template website, http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/16056. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
77 Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline. Original
address: http://globalct.fbs.one/post504940/592. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
78 Template website http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/16092. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
73
74
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Administration Enjoying

“Tsai Administration.”

This?79

2. El Salvador Severs Diplomatic Relations with Taiwan: Content and Timing of Template
Website Fanpages’ Posts Correspond to PRC’s Official Statements, and Respond to other
Countries’ Statements
(1) Event Background
On August 21, 2018, Taiwan R.O.C. and El Salvador severed all diplomatic ties;
simultaneously, El Salvador and China established diplomatic relations and issued Joint
Communique. The incident is referred to as “The El Salvador incident” below.
(2) Research Method
Using keywords, “El Salvador,” “Money Diplomacy,” “Checkbook Diplomacy,”
“Establishment of Diplomatic Relations,” “TAO,” “MOFA,” “Ma Xiaoguang,” “Lu
kang,” and “Severed Diplomatic Relations,” the researchers searched all information of
template website fanapges from August 21 to 31, 2018; among all posts, 445 shared links
by 42 fanpages were about the El Salvador incident. In this research, the content and
timing of these posts are compared with press releases and official statements made by
related agencies of the PRC government, conducting analysis on the timing and content
of posts by template website fanapges.
Table 12. Basic Information of Template Website Fanapges on El Salvador Incident
El Salvador, Money Diplomacy,
Checkbook Diplomacy, Establishment of
Keywords (Simplified and Traditional)

Diplomatic Relations, TAO, MOFA, Ma
Xiaoguang, Lu kang, Severed Diplomatic
Relations

Analysis Period

August 21 to 31, 2018

No. of Template Website Fanapges with

42

Posts

Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline. Original
address: http://inews.fbs.one/post492219/584. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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Total 445

No. of Posts

Average 40 Daily

(3) Official Press Releases, Statements, or Explanation regarding El Salvador Incident by
Chinese and American Governments
Related agencies that issued statements regarding the El Salvador incident include:
Taiwan Affairs Office of the State Council, US Department of State, and White House
Press Secretary. Content and timing are tabulated below in Table 13.
Table 13. Records of Statements Issued by China and US regarding El Salvador
Date

Chinese Agency

8/2180 MoFA

Summary
Releases “Joint Communique of the Establishment of
Diplomatic Relations between PRC and El Salvador”
and emphasizes that El Salvador recognizes the OneChina policy and thus establishes ties with PRC.

8/2181 MoFA

PRC Ministry of Foreign Affairs hosted regular press
conference. Spokesperson Lu Kang cited “Joint
Communique of the Establishment of Diplomatic
Relations between PRC and El Salvador” and reemphasized the One-China policy that, “there is only
one China in the world. And PRC is the only lawful
government that represents China. Taiwan is an
inseparable part of China.” Lu denied ROC MoFA’s
Press Release No. 203, which mentioned that El
Salvador government only established diplomatic
relations with PRC because of China’s checkbook
diplomatic measures; Lu pointed out that El Salvador
established diplomatic ties with PRC because it
recognized with the One-China policy, rather than the
result of economic issues.

Joint Communique of the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations between PRC and El Salvador, MoFA,
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/web/zysw/t1586842.shtml, August 21, 2018. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
81 MoFA Spokesperson Lu Kang hosted regular press conference on August 21, 2018, Spokesperson of MoFA,
https:///www.fmprc.gov.cn/web/fyrbt_673021/t1586959.shtml, August 21, 2018. Last accessed on: November 24,
2018
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8/2182 TAO

According to Spokesperson Ma Xiaoguang, El
Salvador’s decision to establish diplomatic relations
with PRC was a right move that the government took
for the benefits of its people. It has been proven over
and over again that One-China policy is an
international consensus. Ma also condemned DPP
Administration for attempting to hide the truth, shift
focus, elevate cross-strait tension, and sabotage crossstrait relationship; PRC calls for DPP to stop
sacrificing Taiwanese people’s benefits and interests,
and should develop cross-strait relationship based on
the 1992 Consensus.

8/2283 MoFA

MoFA hosted regular press conference, Spokesperson
Lu Kang responded to US Department of State’s
views on the El Salvador incident, pointing out that
the establishment of PRC-El Salvador diplomatic
relations in in compliance with International Law and
benefits international relations and both countries’
people. US has established diplomatic relations with
PRC for nearly 40 years, yet tries to stop other
sovereign countries to establish diplomatic ties with
PRC; PRC calls for US to deal with issues involving
Taiwan with greater prudence.

Date

US Agency

Summary

8/2184 The US Department Consistent with the Taiwan Relations Act, the United
of State

States considers any effort to determine the future of
Taiwan by other than peaceful means, including by
boycotts or embargoes, of grave concern to the United

TAO: DPP Administration is in over Its Head Trying to Stir up International Controversy, TAO, News,
http://www.gwytb.gov.cn/m/news/201808/t20180821_12050020.htm, August 21, 2018. Last accessed on:
November 24, 2018
83 MoFA Spokesperson Lu Kang hosted regular press conference on August 22, 2018, Spokesperson of MoFA,
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/web/wjdt_674879/fyrbt_674889/t1587320.shtml, August 22, 2018. Last accessed on:
November 24, 2018
82

U.S. 'disappointed' in El Salvador's cutting of ties with Taiwan, FOCUS TAIWAN NEWS CHANNEL,
http://focustaiwan.tw/news/aipl/201808220009.aspx, August 22, 2018. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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States,
8/2385 White House

Severing diplomatic relations will affect the security of

Statement from the

the Americas. US will reassess its relations with El

Press Secretary on

Salvador, and condemns China for undermining the

El Salvador

stability of cross-strait relations and interfering with
politics of the Western hemisphere.

(4) Characteristics of Case
The number of posts by template website fanpages peaked twice during the period of
analysis. See the figure blow. The fist peak occurred on the next day of the El Salvador
incident on August 22, 2018, and the next peak took place on August 27, 2018. The two
peaks coincide with the period of five days after PRC or US issued related press releases
(including the day of issuance).

(Figure 42. Template Website Fanpages’ Timing and Number of Posts on El Salvador)
Not only did the number of posts by template website fanpages peak, the contents were
discourses from the official standpoint of PRC, denying the allegation of checkbook
diplomacy, and targeted US for dissemination of information, releasing military related
disinformation to mislead readers.

Statement from the Press Secretary on El Salvador, White House, https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefingsstatements/statement-press-secretary-el-salvador/, August 23, 2018. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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In Table 14, if there are similar or repeated headlines, it means that the same articles or
contents have been distributed by different template websites, and they all have own
influence power.
Table 14. Top 10 Most Influential Headlines regarding the El Salvador Incident
Rank86

Headlines

1

US Disappointed about El Salvador’s Severed Relations with
Taiwan. El Salvadorian Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs: Why
Can’t I, if You Can?

2

Joseph Wu Claims El Salvador Asked for Money Support
El Salvador’s Presidential Office Spokesperson: Not True

3

US Panicking as China Plans to Build Harbor in El Salvador?

4

US to Retaliate against El Salvador for Governor Tsai, and Issues to
These Countries Ultimatum

5

Denies Asking for Money? El Salvador: Taiwan Administration
“Despicable” and “Completely Wrong” The Internet: Internationally
Recognized Despicable DPP?

6

Denies Asking for Money, El Salvador Ruling Party: Taiwan’s
Known to Lie

7

US “Anti-Chinese” Senator: “Guatemala May Break Ties with
Taiwan

8

President Tsai Loses 5 Diplomatic Friends after 2 Years in Office
17 Diplomatic Friends Remain for Taiwan

9

US Experiences 4 Consecutive Setbacks, and Takes Its Anger out on
El Salvador that Has just Established Diplomatic Relations with
PRC

10

US Panicking, China to Build Harbor in US Backyard?

(5) Types of Disinformation from the most Influential Websites regarding El Salvador
Incident
Table 15 carries out analysis on the top 10 most influential posts during the period of
analysis. If there are similar or repeated headlines, it means that the same articles or

86

See Note 41
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contents have been distributed by different template websites, and they all have own
influence power.
Table 15. Type of Disinformation of Top 10 Influential Articles on El Salvador Incident
No.
1

Headlines

Type of Mis- or Disinformation

US Disappointed about El 

Not fake news, information cited from

Salvador’s Severed Relations

overseas version of People’s Daily

with Taiwan. El Salvadorian

website

Deputy Minister of Foreign
Affairs: Why Can’t I if You
Can?87
2

Joseph Wu Claims El Salvador 

Not disinformation, the content copied

Asked for Money Support

story by Taiwanese media.

El

Salvador’s

Office

Presidential

Spokesperson:

Not

True88
3

US Panicking as China Plans 

Type 5, False Connection

to

“Headlines, visuals or captions don’t

Build

Harbor

in

El 

89

Salvador?

support the content”


Using hypothetical scenario of the article
as the headline to trigger curiosity or
mislead readers.



The pictures used in the article are
ASEAN Expo related, and have nothing
to do with the content.

4

US to Retaliate against El 

Not disinformation, but used compelling

Salvador for Governor Tsai,

headline with the word “retaliate.”

and Issues to These Countries
Ultimatum90
5

Denies Asking for Money? El 

Type 5, False Connection

Template website, http://www.tylee.orgs.press/show/294354. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline. Original
address: http://www.taiwan-politicalnews.com/show/290374. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
89 Template website, http://www.cnba.live/show/93326. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
90 Template website, http://www.skh.world/show/292590. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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Salvador:

Taiwan 

Administration

“Despicable”

“Headlines, visuals or captions don’t
support the content”

and “Completely Wrong” The 
Internet:
Internationally

The latter half of the headline, “Internet:

Recognized

DPP,” was not mentioned in the article.

DPP?

Despicable

91

Internationally Recognized Despicable
Compelling headline created as click
bait.

6

7

Denies Asking for Money, El 

Not disinformation, but takes the

Salvador

standpoint of RPC and uses compelling

Ruling

Party:

Taiwan’s Known to Lie92

headline

US “Anti-Chinese” Senator: 

Not disinformation. Copied from

“Guatemala May Break Ties

Chinese media.

93

with Taiwan
8

President

Tsai

Loses

5  Not disinformation. Story by Taiwanese

Diplomatic Friends after 2

media.

Years in Office
17 Diplomatic Friends Remain
for Taiwan94
9

US Experiences 4 Consecutive 

Not disinformation. Content of online

Setbacks, and Takes Its Anger

critic.

out on El Salvador that Has
just Established Diplomatic
Relations with PRC95
10

US Panicking, China to Build 
96

Harbor in US Backyard?



Type 5, False Connection
“Headlines, visuals or captions don’t
support the content”



Using hypothetical scenario of the article
as the headline to trigger curiosity or
mislead readers.

Template website, http://www.taiwan-madnews.com/show/291008. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
Template website, http://www.taiwan-madnews.com/show/297086. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
93 Template website, http://www.yuxiang.orgs.pub/show/108733. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
94 Template website, http://www.taiwan-madnews.com/show/288818. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
95 Template website, http://www.skh.world/show/291884. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
96 Template website, http://www.bml.orgs.one/show/294498. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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92
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The pictures used in the article are
ASEAN Expo related, and have nothing
to do with the content.

3. Military Display in South China Sea: No Official Statements Released, and Template Website
Fanpages Did not Have Consistent Contents or Attack.
(1) Event Background
The Chinese People’s Liberation Army held a naval display in South China Sea on April
12, 2018. President Xi also went to review the troops. The event is referred to as the
Military Display in the sections below.
(2) Research Method
Using keywords, “Military Display,” “Roosevelt,” “South China Sea,” “Actual-Combatoriented Training,” “Military Review,” “Navy,” “Actual-Combat-oriented Drill,” “Wu
Qian,” and “Ren Guoqiang,” the researchers searched all information of template website
fanapges from April 1 to 30, 2018; among all posts, 3,271 shared links by 49 fanpages
were about the military display. In this research, the content and timing of these posts are
compared with press releases and official statements made by related agencies of the PRC
government, conducting analysis on the timing and content of posts by template website
fanapges.
Table 16. Basic Information of Template Website Fanapges on Military Display
Keywords (Simplified and Traditional)

Military Display, Roosevelt, South China
Sea, Actual-Combat-oriented Training,
Military Review, Navy, Actual-Combatoriented Drill, Wu Qian, Ren Guoqiang

Analysis Period

April 1 to 30, 2018

No. of Template Website Fanapges with

49

Posts
No. of Posts

Total 3,271
Average 109 Daily

(3) Official Press Releases, Statements, or Explanation regarding Military Display by PRC
Government
59

Related agencies that issued statements regarding the military display include: South
China Sea Maritime Safety Administration of PRC (MSA) and Ministry of National
Defense (MoD). Content and timing are tabulated below in Table 17.
Table 17. Records of Statements Issued by PRC regarding Military Display
Date
4/397

Chinese Agency
MSA

Summary
Announced that from 8 a.m., April 4, 2018, to 8 a.m.,
April 12, 2018, Yalong Bay would become temporary
prohibited area.

4/1298 MoD

Released video of President Xi giving a talk at the
naval display.

Temporary Navigation Prohibition in Yalong Bay—[Hainan Maritime Police 0043], MSA, Warning,
http://www.hnmsa.gov.cn/hsfw_1_1/20180403/32887.html. April 3, 2018. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
98 Central Military Commission Holds Large-Scale Naval Display in South China Sea, MoD,
http://www.mod.gov.cn/leaders/2018-04/12/content_4809303.htm, April 12, 2018. Last accessed on: November
24, 2018
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(4) Characteristics of Case
The number of posts by template website fanpages peaked twice during the period of
analysis. See the figure blow. The two peaks coincided with the period of five days after
PRC issued related press releases (including the day of issuance).

(Figure 43. Template Website Fanpages’ Timing and Number of Posts on Military
Display)
However, other than to demonstrate the power of the nation, the military display did not
have strong political information compared to the aforementioned M503 and El
Salvador incidents. Table 18 shows the analysis of top 10 influential articles during the
period of analysis, and it is found that template website fanpages focused on how PRC’s
military strengths were greater than other countries and reiterating the sovereignty of the
South China Sea; they did not have a consistent objective. In Table 18, if there are similar
or repeated headlines, it means that the same articles or contents have been distributed
by different template websites, and they all have own influence power.
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Table 18. Top 10 Most Influential Headlines regarding the Military Display
Rank99

Headlines

1

Japan Ambushed Russia-China Joint Military Display, PRC Navy:
Fire

2

Kinmen People to People’s Liberation Army: No need for Invasion,
We Welcome Reunification

3

Vietnam and Philippines are Stunned! This is How China Builds
Islands in South China Sea!

4

7 Countries to Issue Joint Communique on East and South China
Seas, MoD’s Reply Slap in Their Faces

5

PRC Navy Welcomes Second Carrier that is more Powerful than
Liaoning and Carries 55 Aircrafts

6

Vietnam and Philippines are Stunned! This is How China Builds
Islands in South China Sea!

7

Tides Turn Suddenly in South China Sea! China Announces
Something Major Will Happen within a Week!

8

US Aircraft Carrier Comes to South China Sea to Show Might,
OMG, Chinese Vessels Everywhere

9

Vietnam and Philippines are Stunned! This is How China Builds
Islands in South China Sea!

10

Japan Ambushed Russia-China Joint Military Display, PRC Navy:
Fire

(5) Types of Disinformation from the most Influential Websites regarding the Military
Display
In Table 19, if there are similar or repeated headlines, it means that the same articles or
contents have been distributed by different template websites, and they all have own
influence power.
Table 19. Type of Disinformation of Top 10 Influential Articles on El Salvador Incident
No.
1

99

Headlines

Type of Mis- or Disinformation

Japan Ambushed Russia-China 

See Note 41
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Type 4, Fabricated Content

Joint Military Display, PRC 
100

Navy: Fire

New content is 100% false, designed to
deceive and do harm.



The article mentioned that Japanese
naval vessel ambushed PRC and Russian
navies during the display, and PRC navy
fired at Japanese vessels to drive it away.
This is fabricated content.

2

Kinmen People to People’s 

Not disinformation, the content copied

Liberation Army: No need for

story by Taiwanese media.

Invasion,

We

Welcome

Reunification101
3

Vietnam and Philippines are 

Type 6, False Context

Stunned! This is How China 
Builds Islands in South China

Genuine content is shared with false

102

Sea!



contextual information
CCCC Tianjin Dredger is deployed by
China to build island in South China
Sea; however, the efficiency is
exaggerated; and other than the
headline, the reactions of Vietnam and
Philippines were not mentioned in the
article. Content and headline are
inconsistent.

4

7 Countries to Issue Joint 

Not disinformation. Content takes the

Communique on East and

stance of PRC government.

South China Seas, MoD’s
Reply Slap in Their Faces103
5

PRC Navy Welcomes Second 

Not disinformation.

Carrier that is more Powerful

Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline.
Original address: http://www.cmilitary.ipub.fun/show/52541. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
101 Template website, http://www.johnpao5.ipub.one/show/54649. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
102 Template website, http://www.cnews.orgs.ltd/show/190378. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
103 Template website, http://www.qnews.orgs.pub/show/53389. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
100
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than Liaoning and Carries 55
Aircrafts104
6

Vietnam and Philippines are 

Type 6, False Context

Stunned! This is How China  See 3.
Builds Islands in South China
Sea!105
7

Tides Turn Suddenly in South 

Not disinformation. Content takes the

China Sea! China Announces

stance of PRC government.

Something Major Will Happen
within a Week!106
8

US Aircraft Carrier Comes to  Type 2, Misleading Content
South China Sea to Show  Misleading use of information to frame
Might, OMG, Chinese Vessels
an issue or individual.
107
Everywhere
 Cited from Chinese media report, which
cited Reuter’s real story on the South
China Sea issue.108 However, the
headline over-interprets Carrier Strike
Group 9 Commander Steve Koehler’s
words: “We have seen Chinese ships
around us.” Fabricating something to
generate buzz.109

Template website http://www.seesoutheastasia.orgs.press/show/171896. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
Template website, http://www.cnews.orgs.ltd/show/190378. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
106 Template website, http://qiqilook.fbs.one/post602418/622. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
107 Template website, http://www.globalcafyun.orgs.press/show/181185. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
108 After China's massive drill, U.S. patrols disputed South China Sea,” Karen Lema, Reuters, April 10, 2018,
https://in.reuters.com/article/southechinasea-usa/after-chinas-massive-drill-u-s-patrols-disputed-south-china-seaidINKBN1HH23J. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
109 Carrier Strike Group 9 Commander Rear Admiral Steve Koehler’s comment was first over-interpreted by
Chinese media Huanqiu and Sina with compelling headlines. Later Taiwanese media and anti-communist media
established in US interpreted that the comments took place as US naval vessels passed through Chinese naval
vessels’ formation. However, template website fanpages did not realize these messages were to cover up the
unfavorable news for China, and continued to share more posts.
On April 10, 2018, at 9:32 p.m., Reuters published a story discussing the situation in South China Sea. The article
cited Carrier Strike Group 9 Commander Steve Koehler’s comment: “We have seen Chinese ships around us.”
On April 12, 2018, at 8:24 a.m., Huanqiu and Sina published news, which combined the comment with Navy Times
content, and elaborated into a story headlined “US Aircraft Carrier Comes to South China Sea to Show Might,
Surrounded by Chinese Naval Vessels;” at 8:53 a.m., CRNTT reported the news story using the same headline. On
the same day, template websites posted stories of the same content.
On April 12, 2018, at 12:51 a.m., Taiwanese media EToday compiled overseas news reports and wrote a story;
Liberty Times cited CRNTT and online discussions for the report at 11:04 a.m., on April 15, 2018.
April 16, Ren Min Bao (People’s News), a self-proclaimed anti-communist media established in US, published an
article by “Ni Chou,” accusing Global Times of making a serious political mistake. Citing Steve Koehler’s comment
104
105
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9

Vietnam and Philippines are 

Type 6, False Context

Stunned! This is How China 
Builds Islands in South China

See 3.

Sea!110
10

Japan Ambushed Russia-China 

Type 4, Fabricated Content

Joint Military Display, PRC 
Navy: Fire111

New content is 100% false, designed to



deceive and do harm.
The article mentioned that Japanese
naval vessel ambushed PRC and Russian
navies during the display, and PRC navy
fired at Japanese vessels to drive it away.
This is fabricated content.

4. Taiwan Pension Reform Protest: No Official Statements Released, and Template Website
Fanpages Did not Have Consistent Contents or Attack.
(1) Event Background
ROC government proposed amendments to current pension system, triggering protests
by retired public servants, and other domestic incidents. Referred to as the pension
reform in the sections below.
(2) Research Method
Using keywords, “Pension, Lee Lai-hsi, Wu Sz-huai, Miao Te-sheng, 800 Heroes,” the
researchers searched all information of template website fanapges from January 1 to June
30, 2018; among all posts, 396 shared links by 17 fanpages were about the pension reform.
Pension reform is a domestic issue, and there were no statements from PRC government,
and this research cannot compare the content and timing of fanpages’ posts and official
statements. This section will only analyze the contents of these posts.

Table 20. Basic Information of Template Website Fanapges on Pension Reform

would mislead readers to think that the US Navy had neglected the prohibition imposed by PRC, and successfully
got away from Chinese naval force.
110 Template website, http://www.globalmilitary.orgs.press/show/190007. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
111 Template website, http://www.cmilitary.ipub.fun/show/52541. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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Keywords (Simplified and Traditional)

Pension, Lee Lai-hsi, Wu Sz-huai, Miao
Te-sheng, 800 Heroes

Analysis Period

January 1 to June 30, 2018

No. of Template Website Fanapges with

34

Posts
No. of Posts

Total 527
Average 3 Daily

(3) Characteristics of Case
This case does not have any statements from PRC government agencies, and therefore
the researchers cannot compare to see whether post frequency coincided with issuance of
official statements. However, examining the top 10 influential article headlines on the
pension reform in the table blow, where 5 articles are cited from Taiwanese media, 1 from
“The Observer” published in Taiwan, and 2 from blogs of KOLs of Taiwan, which is
different compared to the previous cases, where over half of the fanpages posts were
cited from Chinese media or claimed to be cited from Chinese media; most of the articles
were cited from Taiwanese media.
In Table 21, if there are similar or repeated headlines, it means that the same articles or
contents have been distributed by different template websites, and they all have own
influence power.
Table 21. Top 10 Most Influential Headlines regarding the Pension Reform
Rank
1

Headlines
UK “Economist” Publishes “2017 Global Trends,”

Original Source
Citing The Observer

Introducing DPP’s “Shared-Poverty” Policy. The Magazine. The
Criticisms are on the Marks and the Article is Worth publisher served as
Reading!

chair of Alliance for
the Reunification of
China

2

What a Joke that DPP Known for Extreme Violence Sum up a number of
is Now Condemning Violence

articles published by
China Times

3

What a Joke! DPP Known for Extreme Violence is Sum up a number of
66

Now Condemning Violence

articles published by
China Times

4

President Tsai: Pension Reform Helps Military Citing Apple Daily
Recruitment, Many Young People Want to Enlist
Internet: Blatant Lie……

5

18% of Retired Lawmakers and Political Executives Ettoday
Are What’s Killing the Pension System?

6

A Family of Heroes as Dad Defeats Public Servants udn Blog:
and Daughter Knocks out Farmers

7

1961CHEN

[Good Read] Lawyer Chang Chen-Hao on Pension Link redirected,
Reform: How Can You Prevent Others from CNA
Receiving More because You Do not Get as Much, Is
this the “Shared-Poverty” concept?

8

[News Update] Taiwan Faces 7 Major Backlashes Link page not found.
after the Pension Reform

9

Newtalk

[Inside Information] The Control Yuan to Take Link page not found.
Actions to Counter the Pension Reform in July

10

Up Media

(Good Article) This Police Officer is Delving Deep Unknown source
into the Issue Text/Ting Shui-An

(4) Types of Disinformation from the most Influential Websites regarding the Pension
Reform
In Table 22, if there are similar or repeated headlines, it means that the same articles or
contents have been distributed by different template websites, and they all have own
influence power.
Table 22. Type of Disinformation of Top 10 Influential Articles on Pension Reform
No.
1

Headlines

Type of Mis- or Disinformation

UK “Economist” Publishes 

Not disinformation, the content copied

“2017 Global Trends,”

story by Taiwanese magazine.

Introducing DPP’s “SharedPoverty”

Policy.

The

Criticisms are on the Marks
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and the Article is Worth
Reading!112
2

What a Joke that DPP Known 

Type 5, False Connection

for Extreme Violence is Now 
Condemning Violence113

Headlines, visuals or captions don’t



The article talks about DPP always

support the content.
accepted protests and demonstrations,
yet, after the election, they condemned
protests. However, the pictures and
headline may mislead readers to think
that DPP was always leading protests.

3

4

What a Joke! DPP Known for 

Type 5, False Connection

Extreme Violence is Now 
Condemning Violence114

See 4

President

Pension 

Not disinformation. Content copied

Military

from Taiwanese media.

Reform

Tsai:
Helps

Recruitment,

Many

Young

People Want to Enlist
Internet: Blatant Lie……115
5

18% of Retired Lawmakers 

Not disinformation. Content copied

and Political Executives Are

from Taiwanese media.

What’s Killing the Pension
System?116
6

A Family of Heroes as Dad  Not disinformation. Content cited from
Defeats Public Servants and
Daughter

Knocks

blog of Taiwan’s KOL

out

Farmers117
7

[Good Read] Lawyer Chang 

Part of the critic, cited from fanpage of

Chen-Hao

Taiwanese KOL

on

Pension

Template website, http://www.johnpao.orgs.pub/show/13513. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
Template website, http://www.taiwan-politicalnews.com/show/195728. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
114 Template website, http://www.johnpao.orgs.ltd/show/195728. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
115 Template website, http://www.johnpao5.ipub.one/show/50799. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
116 Template website, http://www.johnpao5.ipub.one/show/41775. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
117 Template website, http://www.johnpao5.ipub.one/show/41279. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
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Reform:

How

Prevent

Can

Others

You
from

Receiving More because You
Do not Get as Much, Is this
the

“Shared-Poverty”

concept?118
8

[News Update] Taiwan Faces  Part of critic. Link lost, and source
7 Major Backlashes after the

unknown.

Pension Reform119
9

[Inside

Information]

The 

Control Yuan to Take Actions
to

Counter

the

Not disinformation. Content copied
from Taiwanese media.

Pension

Reform in July120
10

(Good Article) This Police 

Type 2, Misleading Content. Fabricating

Officer is Delving Deep into

issues.

the Issue Text/Ting Shui- 
An121

Erroneous explanation of current
pension plan and the reform.

(5) Summary
Summing up the findings of the aforementioned four case studies, this research has made
the following three discoveries:
i.

When the issue involves China, and PRC official agencies or spokespersons issue
statements and press releases, or hold press conferences, to express political
messages or responses that reflect official views, template website fanpages will
share posts to distributer information within five days after the official issuance,
and contents of posts are consistent with the official statements.

ii.

When the issue involves China, but PRC official agencies or spokespersons do
not issue statements and press releases, or hold press conferences, to express
political messages or responses that reflect official views, and only issue notices of
navigation prohibition, and so on, template website fanpages will still share posts

Template website page has been replaced. This research searched for another page with the same headline.
Original address: http://www.taiwan-madnews.com/show/55723. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
119 Template website page has been deleted. This research searched for another page with the same headline.
Original address: http://www.caca.press/cat130/node1911019/172748. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
120 Template website, http://www.vigor.orgs.one/show/95435. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
121 Template website, http://www.taiwan-madnews.com/show/236647. Last accessed on: November 24, 2018
118
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to distribute information within five days after the official issuance; however, the
focuses of the posts are not consistent.
iii.

When the issue does not involve China, and is a domestic issue of Taiwan, then
there is no clear timing of template website fanpages’ sharing of posts, and the
focuses of contents are not consistent; the sources of such information are mostly
Taiwanese media, online forum, and blogs.

VI

Conclusion

1. The unique characteristics of the information dissemination pattern identified by this research
are accumulating contents through website, and then using Facebook social platform to
effectively gather real users; fanpages are used as information dissemination channels.
Since Facebook only provides information of friends and fanpages followed by users, this
pattern must enable fanpages to come into contact with real users in order to achieve the
effect of community diffusion, information dissemination, and profitability through
advertising. Therefore, specific groups adopt the method of mixing real and fake information,
political messages and entertainment and daily living news, to first reach real users through
interesting topics so that political information will have the opportunity to be seen or even
shared by real users at the right timing.
2. This research is time-restricted. In today’s cyber world, creating a website is rather easy. This
six-month research on community data often encountered the situations of abandoned
websites that stopped posting, deleted posts, and replaced website or webpage contents, when
examining the 117 websites compiled through the fanpages. It may be due to websites having
large amount of posts and insufficient storage spaces, or Facebook blocking the website
because of inappropriate contents and therefore the dissemination of information was
inefficient. This research is significantly time-restricted.
3. Political information distributed by fanpages has its limits. The case studies show that when
PRC government agencies issue statements or express views on a political event, number of
posts on the political event by fanpages will peak within five days. The contents of influential
posts show consistent viewpoints with PRC government agencies. However, if an event did
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not merit PRC government agencies’ expressing of views, fanpages will not be able to
generate information with consistent objectives.
4. Some of the websites are set up in China, or the domain registrants are from China; however,
no direct evidences are found to show that these are actions taken by PRC government.
When probing into the sources of information and investigating registrant information of
specific domains, it is found that the information of most registrants has been paid to be
concealed, or the locations displayed are at the server providers’ companies.
5. The difficulty of investigating the source of information dissemination lies in the common
business model of some of the websites that have ad slots. Website operators can gain
advertising revenue through dissemination of information, which in turn drives website
operators to actively provide contents and pursue information dissemination effect. In
addition to pursuing monetary gains, we cannot eliminate the possibility of malicious
intentions; however, these operators must provide real bank accounts to collect revenue from
advertising agencies. If website operators use Google Ads or Facebook Ads, which are
advertising networks established in the US, they are exposed to the risk of having their
identities exposed. Therefore, when investigating information attacks launched by
governments and affiliate organizations, perhaps we should exclude websites with advertisingsupported business model; these websites do have the effect of amplifying information, but
cannot be regarded as direct evidence of government intervention. Websites without
advertising-supported business model, or ones that use advertising networks of Chinese
invested or owned advertising agencies, such as Taboola, shall merit more of our attention.
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Appendix 1. List of Template Website Fanpages
*Fanpages with the same background color have once shared each other’s posts, forming a
group of fanpages
*Fanpages with background color of yellow, green, and orange, are inclined to post contents of
the Great Chinese Restoration
*Fanapges with background color of blue or light blue are inclined to post contents of issues of
Malaysia
*Fanapges with background color of red or pink are inclined to post contents of issues of Hong
Kong and Macau
*Fanapges with background color of gray or brown are inclined to post contents of issues of
Taiwan (recently renamed Ghost Island News, Guardian Taiwan Alliance, Island of Ghost, 942
News)

ID

Fanapge Name

Address

id:447700835426786

Global Chinese Alliance

https://www.facebook.com/GCAstrategy/

id:203012973795719

Global Chinese Digital World https://www.facebook.com/GCDigitalWorld/

id:852685724871300

Global Chinese Love Alliance https://www.facebook.com/GChineseloveAlliance/

id:155010954988733

Global Chinese Taiwan

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalChineseTaiwan/

id:1747064638872370 GCA Bingbu

https://www.facebook.com/GCAbingbu/

id:491367864399027

GCA Iron

https://www.facebook.com/GCAIRON/

id:115313448835526

GCA One World

https://www.facebook.com/GCAoneworld/

id:1639869652760249 Global Chinese Motorcycle
Alliance
id:1578115882505912 GlobalCAfyun

https://www.facebook.com/GCMotorcycleAlliance/

id:350853705094943

Global Chinese Alliance

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalChineseAlliance/

id:588534707960154

Globla Chinese Asia

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalChineseasia/

id:160706294383432

Global Chinese Dragon

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalChineseDragon/

id:1547257952222347 Global Chinese Louis Area
id:1526720724306656 Global Chinese Love
id:625756864190424

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalCAfyun/

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalChineseLouisArea
/
https://www.facebook.com/GlobalChineselove/

id:407559626292389

Global Chinese News Union https://www.facebook.com/globalchinesenewsunion
/
Global Chinese Shipin
https://www.facebook.com/GlobalChineseshipin/

id:161075274701758

Alliance Owner

https://www.facebook.com/Allianceowner/

id:765237066859174

CBC Army

https://www.facebook.com/cbcarmy/
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id:731852593869076

Chinese Dream

https://www.facebook.com/Chinesedream2018/

id:1181660695182321 GCA Shengshi

https://www.facebook.com/shengser/

id:137662170239048

You are the Hot News

id:189614281798818

China Bustling

https://www.facebook.com/whatyoucareaboutistheh
otnews/
https://www.facebook.com/Chinabustling/

id:358769247893397

Eat and Drink Alliance

https://www.facebook.com/Eatanddrinkalliance/

id:307711526375992

Historical Alliance

https://www.facebook.com/Historicalalliance/

id:1799136807058915 King Knight Alliance

https://www.facebook.com/KingKnightalliance/

id:413783065748042

Knight Glory

https://www.facebook.com/KnightGlory/

id:155077735133899

Pet Alliance

https://www.facebook.com/PetAlliance2018/

id:684702811632891

Talk East West

https://www.facebook.com/teastwest/

id:1063653903655415 Talk South and North
id:133848930314814

https://www.facebook.com/天南地北1063653903655415/
https://www.facebook.com/全球華人科技聯盟133848930314814/

GCA Technology

id:1808021669427102 Chinese Village

https://www.facebook.com/華人新村1808021669427102/
https://www.facebook.com/全球華人百科聯盟1950085615249432/

id:1950085615249432 GCA Encyclopedia
id:155023718471217

Kang’s Going

id:183139072066232

Strange News

id:491198791250128

GCA Ningde

https://www.facebook.com/康來康去155023718471217/
https://www.facebook.com/奇聞怪訊183139072066232/
https://www.facebook.com/全球華人寧德聯盟491198791250128/

id:1971832506478102 GCA Health

https://www.facebook.com/全球華人健康聯盟1971832506478102/

id:801605290050314

World’s Cars

id:125413701620440

China-Malaysia Family

id:295909867523087

Global Military Network

https://www.facebook.com/天下型車801605290050314/
https://www.facebook.com/中馬一家親125413701620440/
https://www.facebook.com/globalmilitarynetwork/

id:679035058931180

Military Intelligence

https://www.facebook.com/junqingdiebao/

id:450532508467791

Earth People Military

https://www.facebook.com/earthpeoplemilitary/

id:163497820899583

Memory of China

https://www.facebook.com/memoryofchina/

id:111053476018343

Click on the Truth

https://www.facebook.com/clickonthetruth/

id:469247140134154

The Golden Review

https://www.facebook.com/thegoldenreviews/
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id:281995135516923

International Headlines

https://www.facebook.com/internationalheadlines/

id:1487988837887428 Current Affairs Express

https://www.facebook.com/currentaffairsexpress/

id:520589654806354

https://www.facebook.com/focusoftheday/

Focus of the Day

id:1971707009714762 Today Techs

https://www.facebook.com/todaytechs/

id:1918645995042831 Iron Command

https://www.facebook.com/gangtiesilingbu/

id:124493491335783

East Strategy

https://www.facebook.com/dongfenggonglue/

d:1249594841827515

Descendants of Dragon

https://www.facebook.com/descendantsofdragon/

id:421286041376499

Earth People Please Like

https://www.facebook.com/earthpeoplepleaselike/

id:214481378952843

CPW Circle

https://www.facebook.com/CPWcircle/

id:387393794959429

China Rises

https://www.facebook.com/chinarises/

id:197492167414495

Perspective of Asia

https://www.facebook.com/perspectiveofasia/

id:1988856824730112 Overseas Chinese Alliance
Info
id:1493950510637273 Historical Epoch

https://www.facebook.com/overseachineseallianceinfo/

id:330985867340295

https://www.facebook.com/thebeltandroadchinarevitalization/

id:1408458862497469

The Bell and Road China
Revitalization
Little Army Girl

id:401950209958941

United Global Chinese

https://www.facebook.com/UnitedGlobalChinese/

https://www.facebook.com/historicalepoch/

https://www.facebook.com/xiaojunniang/

id:1563921803825651 We Love PRC

https://www.facebook.com/WeLovePeopleRepublicOfChina/

id:240245389419960

People are the Boss

https://www.facebook.com/PeopleAreTheBoss/

id:160502577721964

Pioneers of People

https://www.facebook.com/renminxianfeng/

id:1004357246341223 Ah Song Leisure World

https://www.facebook.com/ahsongleisureworld/

id:425739677827008

Boasting Trumpet

https://www.facebook.com/chuishuidalaba/

id:911647819011066

Malaysia Hot News

id:475583336123836

News Express

https://www.facebook.com/大马新闻爆报-Malaysia-HOTNews-911647819011066/
https://www.facebook.com/新聞直通車-475583336123836/

id:402091276809700

Focus Today

https://www.facebook.com/今日关注-Focus-Today402091276809700/
https://www.facebook.com/生活点滴 818-

id:1864379643843607 Life 818

1864379643843607/

id:177202739720770

News Pursuit

https://www.facebook.com/新闻追追追-177202739720770/

id:1746950011995179

Zone 27

https://www.facebook.com/27 区-1746950011995179/

id:1834054666905734 Small Actions

https://www.facebook.com/小为大作-1834054666905734/

id:160292950984210

For the People

https://www.facebook.com/ForThePeople168/

id:1569885819968544

China Motherland

https://www.facebook.com/ChinaMotherland/

id:724626221060863

Qiqi View

https://www.facebook.com/iqiqiview/
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id:700014796805352

Qiqi Look

https://www.facebook.com/QiQiworld2017/

id:612042902310803

Liked News World

https://www.facebook.com/LIKEDNEWSWORLD/

id:1042450929164361 Like Military World

https://www.facebook.com/LIKEMILITARYWORLD
/
https://www.facebook.com/琪琪看科技-

Qiqi Look Technology
id:2021646648092394

2021646648092394/

Talk about the World

https://www.facebook.com/世界談談看-

id:1182161061811842
id:1749660368639103 Ghost Island News

1182161061811842/

id:811416155555199

Guardian Taiwan Alliance

https://www.facebook.com/taiwan1314520/

id:260917710932114

Island of Ghost

https://www.facebook.com/Islandofghost/

https://www.facebook.com/GhostIslandNews/

id:1562125467422558 942 News

https://www.facebook.com/942news/

id:436175116466802

China Dreams

https://www.facebook.com/save.hongkong/

id:940459736000933

History Article

https://www.facebook.com/history.article/

id:1422034527878918 China News Daily

https://www.facebook.com/chinanewsdaily/

id:571399223003278

https://www.facebook.com/army.articles/

Army Articles
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Appendix 2. List and Traffics of Template Websites
*Statistical period from October 25 to November 24, 2018
*The chart below is in the order of “Taiwanese Website Ranking” from highest to lowest
*Websites with the same ranking means they have different addresses but same domains
Global
Ranking

Taiwanese Traffic
Site
from
Ranking Taiwan

Name

Address

22,808

556

55.90%

GreatDaily

www.twgreatdaily.com

70,909

1,635

54.00%

Happy Divination

www.happydivination.xyz

60,196

1,913

42.10%

GCA Entertainment

www.globalent.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

Global Military

www.globalmilitary.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

GlobalCAFyun

www.globalcafyun.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

Global Star

www.globalstar.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

GCA Encyclopedia

www.globalwiki.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

Global Chinese Taiwan www.globalct.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

Daily Headlines

60,196

1,913

42.10%

Descendants of Dragon www.tylee.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

See Southeast Asia

www.seesoutheastasia.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

Quick News

www.bml.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

GCA Bingbu

www.globalchineselouisarea.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

GCA Thinktank

www.thinktank.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

Vigor Blog

www.vigor.orgs.one

60,196

1,913

42.10%

Page not Found

www.fangfang.orgs.one

99,323

2,002

64.60%

Ai Bao Bao

www.healthyssky.xyz

99,323

2,002

64.60%

Bai Bao Bao

healthyssky.xyz

372,625

2,921

82.30%

Headlines

www.greatpo.com

116,185

3,595

49.20%

Global Stars

www.globalstars.orgs.pub

116,185

3,595

49.20%

Qiqi Look News

www.qnews.orgs.pub

116,185

3,595

49.20%

International Headlines www.yuxiang.orgs.pub

116,185

3,595

49.20%

GCA Health

116,185

3,595

49.20%

Eat and Drink Alliance www.globalenjoy.orgs.pub

116,185

3,595

49.20%

Historical Alliance

www.historicalalliance.orgs.pub

116,185

3,595

49.20%

Today’s Tech

www.dragons2017.orgs.pub

116,185

3,595

49.20%

Taiwan Mad News

www.johnpao.orgs.pub

www.headline.orgs.one

www.healthalliance.orgs.pub
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116,185

3,595

49.20%

Page not Found

www.leeyiyong.orgs.pub

108,308

4,105

42.90%

Global Military

www.globalmilitary.orgs.press

108,308

4,105

42.90%

Earth People Military

www.maggiechua.orgs.press

108,308

4,105

42.90%

Global CA Fyun

www.globalcafyun.orgs.press

108,308

4,105

42.90%

Qiqi Look News

www.qiqilook.orgs.press

108,308

4,105

42.90%

Descendant of Dragon www.tylee.orgs.press

108,308

4,105

42.90%

Iron Command

www.feliciakung.orgs.press

108,308

4,105

42.90%

See Southeast Asia

www.seesoutheastasia.orgs.press

169,342

5,357

39.30%

Yummyyummy

sharealliance.top

241,045

5,685

38.40%

Love Read

superdaily.coms.pub

153,449

6,842

52.90%

News Express

www.johnpao5.ipub.one

153,449

6,842

52.90%

Perspective of Asia

www.skh.ipub.one

263,925

7,632

63.60%

Healthy S Sky

healthyssky.com

263,925

7,632

63.60%

Healthy S Sky

www.healthyssky.com

849,116

11,750

46.40%

Headlines

www.ilovestory.net

131,469

12,128

34.20%

Hot Q Zone

hotqzone.xyz

131,469

12,128

34.20%

Hot Q Zone

www.hotqzone.xyz

275,895

12,263

26.50%

Qiqi Look News

www.cnews.world

148,171

13,838

24.60%

Horoscope Cabin

hotcreator.com

259,467

15,120

49.60%

Liked News World

inews.fbs.one

259,467

15,120

49.60%

Qiqi View

iqiqi.fbs.one

259,467

15,120

49.60%

Qiqi Look

qiqilook.fbs.one

259,467

15,120

49.60%

See Southeast Asia

seesoutheastasia.fbs.one

259,467

15,120

49.60%

GCA Thinktank

tiffany.fbs.one

259,467

15,120

49.60%

CBC Army

chinesemilitary.fbs.one

259,467

15,120

49.60%

Talk about the World

cnews.fbs.one

259,467

15,120

49.60%

Liked Military World

imilitary.fbs.one

118,796

17,602

14.60%

Today’s Tech

www.dragons2017.orgs.host

118,796

17,602

14.60%

Qiqi News

www.iqiqi.orgs.host

118,796

17,602

14.60%

Overseas
History

811,258

18,811

86.40%

Max Funny

www.mxfunny.com

312,721

19,956

30.80%

Liked News World

www.feliciakung.ipub.fun

312,721

19,956

30.80%

Qiqi News

www.cmilitary.ipub.fun

Chinesewww.feliciakung.orgs.host
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408,695

20,505

26.10%

Qiqi News

www.qiqi.today

584,141

22,137

49.00%

Taiwan Mad News

www.johnpao.orgs.ltd

584,141

22,137

49.00%

Qiqi News

www.cnews.orgs.ltd

1,768,994 26,759

100%

Taiwan Mad News

www.taiwan-politicalnews.com

538,437

35,662

29.80%

Qiqi News

www.cnba.live

663,950

42,103

13.10%

Qiqi News

www.qiqi.world

3,569,374 44,916

59.00%

Headlines

www.fafabest.com

638,113

-

-

Headlines

www.17fafun.com

794,558

-

-

Spiritual Home

fbww.kim

902,625

-

-

Headlines

www.readdoo.com

1,022,262 -

-

Food World

food.deeper.host

1,316,156 -

-

Malaysia Best

www.dmuptt.com

1,617,515 -

-

Funny 100%

www.funnytuu.com

1,773,494 -

-

Life Knowledge

www.lifeknowlege.com

2,158,277 -

-

Qiqi News

www.chistory.ipub.pro

2,163,896 -

-

Taiwan Mad News

www.taiwan-madnews.com

3,262,575 -

-

Chefs

www.caca.press

3,627,897 -

-

Love Sports

www.gogofit.cc

3,834,744 -

-

Anime Home

www.lovegamett.com

3,973,277 -

-

8D Space

www.kugoo.site

4,059,477 -

-

Life Knowledge

www.shhbkfx.com

5,318,852 -

-

8D Space

www.greatdaily.pro

5,418,490 -

-

Headlines

www.fale100.com

6,120,969 -

-

GCA Health

www.zhenzhen.rocks

7,686,934 -

-

The Healthy Daily

www.thehealthdaily.org

8,482,755 -

-

GCA Fashion

www.baobao.today

8,982,518 -

-

GCA

www.chinesealliance.net

11,097,577 -

-

Headlines

www.hpfafa.com

13,141,677 -

-

See Southeast Asia

www.kangkang.life

13,398,696 -

-

Entertainment Select

www.ipress.asia

14,879,392 -

-

Malaysia Best

www.myspotnews.com

15,075,164 -

-

Page not Found

how321.com

18,982,239 -

-

Qiqi News

www.qiqi.news

11,041,989 -

-

Page not Found

www.kugoo.fun
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Appendix 3. List of Template Websites with Repeating Names
*The names may be the same, but contents may vary
Name

Address

Descendants of Dragon

www.tylee.orgs.one

Descendants of Dragon

www.tylee.orgs.press

Global MIlitary

www.globalmilitary.orgs.press

Global MIlitary

www.globalmilitary.orgs.one

Hot Q Zone

hotqzone.xyz

Hot Q Zone

www.hotqzone.xyz

Ai Bao Bao

www.healthyssky.xyz

Ai Bao Bao

healthyssky.xyz

Qiqi News

www.iqiqi.life

Qiqi News

www.cnews.world

Qiqi News

www.qiqilook.orgs.press

Qiqi News

www.cmilitary.ipub.fun

Qiqi News

www.qiqi.today

Qiqi News

www.chistory.ipub.pro

Qiqi News

www.qiqi.world

Qiqi News

www.defense.rocks

Qiqi News

www.qiqi.news

Qiqi News

www.qnews.orgs.pub

Qiqi News

iqiqi.news

Qiqi News

www.cnba.live

Qiqi News

www.cnews.orgs.ltd

Qiqi News

www.qiqi.life

Qiqi News

www.iqiqi.orgs.host

See Southeast Asia

www.seesoutheastasia.orgs.one

See Southeast Asia

seesoutheastasia.fbs.one

See Southeast Asia

www.seesoutheastasia.orgs.press

See Southeast Asia

www.kangkang.life

Taiwan Mad News

www.taiwan-madnews.com

Taiwan Mad News

www.taiwan-politicalnews.com

Taiwan Mad News

www.johnpao.orgs.ltd
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Headlines

www.readdoo.com

Headlines

www.hpfafa.com

Headlines

www.fale100.com

Headlines

www.17fafun.com

Headlines

www.17no1.com

Headlines

www.ilovestory.net

Headlines

www.greatpo.com

Headlines

www.fafabest.com

The Healthy Daily

www.thehealthdaily.org

The Healthy Daily

www.happylife.press

The Healthy Daily

www.ivy.cool

GCA Thinktank

www.thinktank.orgs.one

GCA Thinktank

tiffany.fbs.one

GCA Health

www.zhenzhen.rocks

GCA Health

www.healthalliance.orgs.pub

Global CA Fyun

www.globalcafyun.orgs.press

Global CA Fyun

www.globalcafyun.orgs.one

Global Stars

www.globalstars.orgs.pub

Global Stars

www.globalstar.orgs.one

Life Knowledge

www.lifeknowlege.com

Life Knowledge

www.shhbkfx.com

Today’s Tech

www.dragons2017.orgs.pub

Today’s Tech

www.dragons2017.orgs.host

Malaysia Best

www.myspotnews.com

Malaysia Best

www.dmuptt.com

8D Space

www.greatdaily.pro

8D Space

www.kugoo.host

8D Space

www.kugoo.press

8D Space

www.kugoo.site
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Appendix 4. Information on Template Website Server Service Providers and Registrant
Countries
*Name of “Server Service Provider” in Chronological Order
Name

Address

Server Provider

Healthy S Sky
Healthy S Sky
Ai Bao Bao
Ai Bao Bao
Happy
Divination
Hot Q Zone
Hot Q Zone
Horoscope
Cabin
Spiritual Home
Yummyyummy
Vigor Blog

www.healthyssky.com
healthyssky.com
www.healthyssky.xyz
healthyssky.xyz
www.happydivination.xyz

Tencent Cloud
Tencent Cloud
Tencent Cloud
Tencent Cloud
Tencent Cloud

www.hotqzone.xyz
hotqzone.xyz
hotcreator.com

Tencent Cloud
Tencent Cloud
Tencent Cloud

fbww.kim
sharealliance.top
www.vigor.orgs.one

Taiwan Mad
News
Daily Headlines

www.taiwan-politicalnews.com

Tencent Cloud
Tencent Cloud
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD

www.headline.orgs.one

Global Chinese www.globalct.orgs.on
Taiwan
GCA
www.globalwiki.orgs.one
Encyclopedia
GCA Thinktank www.thinktank.orgs.one
GCA Bingbu

www.globalchineselouisarea.orgs.one

Quick News

www.bml.orgs.one

See Southeast www.seesoutheastasia.orgs.one
Asia
Qiqi News
www.qiqi.today
Qiqi News

www.cnews.world

Global Military

www.globalmilitary.orgs.one
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Registrant
Country and
City

Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore

Descendants of www.tylee.orgs.one
Dragon
Page not Found www.fangfang.orgs.one

OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Singapore
PTE. LTD
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.
OVH Hosting,
Inc.

Taiwan
Mad www.taiwan-madnews.com
News
Global Stars
www.globalstar.orgs.one
Global CA
Fyun
GCA
Entertainment
Qiqi News

www.globalcafyun.orgs.one

Love Read

superdaily.coms.pub

See Southeast
Asia
Qiqi News

www.kangkang.life

Qiqi News

www.qiqi.world

Qiqi News

www.defense.rocks

GCA Fashion

www.baobao.today

News Express

www.johnpao5.ipub.one

Taiwan Mad
News
Today’s Tech

www.johnpao.orgs.pub

Eat and Drink
Alliance
Global Stars

www.globalenjoy.orgs.pub

International
Headlines
Perspectives of
Asia
Qiqi News

www.yuxiang.orgs.pub

www.globalent.orgs.one
www.iqiqi.life

www.qiqi.life

www.dragons2017.orgs.pub

www.globalstars.orgs.pub

www.skh.ipub.one
www.cnba.live
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Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore

US
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore
Malaysia,
Selangore

Page not Found

www.leeyiyong.orgs.pub

GCA Health

www.zhenzhen.rocks

Historical
Alliance
GCA Health
Qiqi News
Top
Information
Love Sports

www.historicalalliance.orgs.p ub

OVH
Inc.
OVH
Inc.
OVH

www.healthalliance.orgs.pub
www.qnews.orgs.pub
www.toutiao.press

OVH
OVH
OVH

www.gogofit.cc

Liked Military
World
Talk about the
World
Liked Military
World
GCA Thinktank

imilitary.fbs.one

Qiqi View

iqiqi.fbs.one

Qiqi News

www.chistory.ipub.pro

Max Funny

www.mxfunny.com

Anime Home

www.lovegamett.com

8D Space

www.greatdaily.pro

See Southeast
Asia
Qiqi Look

seesoutheastasia.fbs.one

Liked News
World
Qiqi News

inews.fbs.one

Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Gorilla Servers,
Inc.
Google LLC

Page not Found

how321.com

Malaysia Best

www.dmuptt.com

cnews.fbs.one
chinesemilitary.fbs.one
tiffany.fbs.one

qiqilook.fbs.one

www.qiqi.news

Hosting,
Hosting,

Confluence
Networks, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
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Taipei

US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
Panama

GoDaddy.co
m, LLC
US
US,
Burlington

Malaysia Best

www.myspotnews.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

Life Knowledge

www.lifeknowlege.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

Life Knowledge

www.shhbkfx.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

GCA

www.chinesealliance.net

Cloudflare, Inc.

Headlines

www.fale100.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

Headlines

www.readdoo.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

Headlines

www.17fafun.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

Headlines

www.17no1.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

Headlines

www.ilovestory.net

Cloudflare, Inc.

Headlines

www.hpfafa.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

Headlines

www.greatpo.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

Headlines

www.fafabest.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

Happy Life

www.happylife.press

Cloudflare, Inc.

GreatDaily

www.caca.asia

Cloudflare, Inc.

I Love Food
Page not Found
GreatDaily
100% Fun
8D Space
8D Space
Happy Life
EZ Reader
Page not Found
Page not Found
Entertainment
Select

www.ezreader.life
www.greatdaily.club
www.cakooo.com
www.funnytuu.com
www.kugoo.host
www.kugoo.site
www.ivy.cool
www.geatdaily.site
www.wakoo.site
www.wakoo.website
www.ipress.asia

Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
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US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
US,
Burlington
SG,
Evan
Lee,
Daliulian
Panama
Panama
Panama
Panama
Panama
Panama
Panama
Panama
Panama
Panama
China,
Yangzhou,
Zheng Qiang

GreatDaily

www.twgeratdaily.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

Happy Life

www.thehealthdaily.org

Cloudflare, Inc.

China Will Do

www.eyreader.com

Cloudflare, Inc.

Page not Found
Page not Found
Taiwan Mad
News
Chefs
Today’s Tech
Global CA
Fyun
Earth People
Military
Liked News
World
Overseas
Chinese History
See Southeast
Asia
Qiqi News
Qiqi News
Qiqi News
Qiqi News
Global Military
Iron Command
Descendants of
Dragon
Malaysia News
Global Food
Page not Found
Page not Found
8D Space
Error 502 Host

Xwd.ipress.site
www.paomo.press
www.johnpao.orgs.ltd

Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.

www.caca.press
www.dragons2017.orgs.host
www.globalcafyun.orgs.press

Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.

www.maggiechua.orgs.press

Cloudflare, Inc.

www.feliciakung.ipub.fun

Cloudflare, Inc.

www.feliciakung.orgs.host

Cloudflare, Inc.

www.seesoutheastasia.orgs.press

Cloudflare, Inc.

www.cnews.orgs.ltd
www.qiqilook.orgs.press
www.cmilitary.ipub.fun
www.iqiqi.orgs.host
www.globalmilitary.orgs.perss
www.feliciakung.orgs.press
www.tylee.orgs.pess

Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.

www.wakoo.press
Food.deeper.host
www.kugoo.fun
www.kugoo.space
www.kugoo.press
www.colorful.cool

Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
Cloudflare, Inc.
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Lee
China,
Luoyuang,
Evan
China,
Luoyuang,
Evan
Alibaba
Cloud
Computing
(Beijing) Co.,
Ltd.

Error
Qiqi News

Iqiqi.news

Automattic, Inc.
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Canada

